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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The combined effects of the knowledge explosion and the population 
explosion have created communication problems in the classroom. The 
knowledge explosion has caused traditional methods of. classroom commu-
nication to become outmoded and inadequate, while the population ex-
plosion has created a necessity for discovering more effective methods 
for teaching large groups yet at the same time meeting individual needs 
of the students. 
Audiovisual instruction is increasingly being incorporated into 
the classroom in an effort to teach more information in less time and 
to teach it effectively so that it will be better ~nderstood and re-
tained longer. As teacners become more familiar with a.udiovisual in-
struction and_.as more facilities are provided, the newer media will 
increasingly be used to serve many instructional purposes--not as en-
richment devices to be used if time permits, but rather as carefully 
planned and i~tegrated parts of the teaching-learning environment. (27), 
An. ~ver-increasing variety of audiovisual media is available, and 
teachers need to familiarize themselves with new developments in order 
to use them constructively in their teaching. Often there is a scarcity 
of up-to-date equipment in the schools, but even when equipment is pro-
vided, possibly through use of federal funds which are available at 
this time, teachers may not use it unless they feel confident in.their 
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knowledge of audiovisual instruction. 
The field of audi9visual instruction is not without research, 
There have been surveys to discover kinds of equipment owned by a school 
district or used within a state, studies of whether a particular audio-
visual instrument will teach a particular concept, and attempts to dis-
cover types of commercial audiovisual materials available in specified 
fields. Many studies, however, are comparative studies, comparing tra-
ditional methods of teaching with newer methods tn an attempt to prove 
the necessity for audiovisual instruction. 
Stol\,lrow (46) hopes that in the.future the c;omparative study will 
not be with us. He believes that ''currently in (audiovisual) research 
there is blind repetition, if notstubborn persistence in the use of the 
comparative methods of research design." .. It seems more appropriate to 
study carefully the various aspects of the complex field to determine 
their potential contributions to education than to continually compare 
a new method with a traditional one. 
Research is lacking in audiovisual instruction specifically direct-
ed toward home economics. This study should help to meet the needs of 
home economics teachers for up-to-date information on the development 
and use of audiovisual materials in the teaching-learning processo 
Statement of the Problem 
The present study; which was developmental in nature, was designed 
to acquaint home economics teachers with selected types of audiovisual 
materials and to provide information which would assist the teachers 
in developing audiovisual materials of their own. 
The major problem of the study was to establish guidelines for the 
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development and use of four types of audiovisual materials in home eco-
nomics classes based on the needs of a ~elected group of secondary home 
economics teachers in Oklahoma. 
Objectives of the study were: 
To determine types of audiovisual materials and equipment currently 
being used by selected teachers of home economics in Oklahoma and to 
locate areas in which assistance is needed and desired. 
To set up tentative guidelines for development and use of audio-
visual materials and to develop sample audiovisual materials illustrat-
ing ideas presented in the guidelines. 
To evaluate the tentative guidelines and audiovisual materials 
used in the study. 
To make recol!llllendations for revision of the guidelines and audio-
visual materials in accordance with the evaluation of the tentative 
materials. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was limited to four types of audiovisual materials: 
(1) 35mm slides, (2) overhead transparencies, (3) programed instruction, 
and (4) 8mm silent motion pictu~es. These four types of materials were 
selected because they are appropriate for mass instruction and/or in-
dividual instruction, and because the materials may be either purchased 
commercially or .. developed by the teacher. 
The subject matter areas of home economics in which the sample 
materials were developed were foods, child care, and clothing because 
these are the three areas which are common to both homemaking and gain-
ful employment programs in Oklahoma. 
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The study was limited to the developmerlt and use df audiovisual 
materials in the classroom and did not include specific instructions on 
how to operate equipment, Since each different piece of equipment has 
a unique set of instructions, it was believed that operating instruc-
tions could be acquired most efficiently by reading the information 
furnished by the manufacturer of the equipment, 
The entire study was conducted during one academic year. This 
limited the time available for allowing teachers to use and evaluate 
the materials. 
Definitions of Te.rms 
Audiovisual instruction (sometimes written audio-visual or audio 
visual) includes all types of instruction which utilize materials or 
devices employing the use of sight.and/or sound. Programed instruction 
is not always included as. a part of audiovisual instruction, but it 
will be included in. this study. 
Gui~e~3::.~~ as used in the study will refer to a sixty-five page 
handbook developed by the writer containing a cpllection of basic ideas 
underlying the development and use of audiovisual mijt~rials in home 
economics, 
Slides will refer to 2x2-inch photographic transparencies in 
cardboard mounts wo!~h may be arrangecrin sequence to show a step-by-
step process, or grouped to illustrate a specific concept. These groups 
or sequences of slides will be referred to as slide sets or as a slide 
series. 
Transparencies will refer to sheets of transparency film, slightly 
smaller than a sheet of notebook paper, containing an image which may 
be projected on a screen from the front of a lighted room by means of 
an overhead projector. 
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Programed instruction refers to a type of learning experience 
wherein a student is led through a carefully planned sequence of mate-
rial to a desired type of behavior. The materials are designed in such 
a way that the student responds frequently to stimuli and his responses 
are immediately reinforced through a knowledge of results. The entire 
sequence of material is referred to as a program. 
8mm motion pictures are short movies made with 8mm film. Super~ 
refers to Smm film which allows space for a larger picture image. Fre-
quently Smm motion pictures are referred to as continuous loop films, 
single concept films, or film loops. 
Procedure 
The following procedure was used in ~he developmental study. A 
questionnaire was developed to determine types of audiovisual materials 
currently being used by home economics teachers, equipment available 
for their use, and areas in which assistance was needed or desired. 
The questionnaire was sent to all home economics teachers in Oklahoma 
who teach gainful employment classes or who cooperate with Oklahoma 
State University in the student teaching program. 
On the .basis of the information received in the questionnaire, 
guidelines were developed to acquaint teachers with techniques in audio-
visual instruction involving slides, transparencies, programed instruc-
tion, and Smm motion pictures. The guidelines were organized into six 
sections; an introduction to qudiovisual instruction, a section devoted 
to each medium, and a section on commercial materials available in the 
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areas of foods, child care, and clothing. 
Early in the fall semester, the .guidelines were sent to the sixty-
seven teachers who had indicated their de~ire to participate in the 
study by returning the questionnaire. Sample materials illustrating 
the principles stated in the guidelines were developed and sent to· 
teachers who indicated a desire to use them in their classes. Evalua-
tion sheets were included with the samples for teacher evaluation of 
the materials. 
In April, a final questionnaire was sent to the teachers to deter-
mine whether the guidelines had been effective in helping them use more 
audiovisual materia;I.s in their classes. The questionnaire gave teach-
ers an opportunity to evaluate the guidelines and the project as a 
whole. Recommendations were made for revision of the guidelines on the 
basis.of information given on the evaluation sheets. 
Organization of the Study 
The report of this S1tudy is organized into five chapters. 
Chapter I has presented the problem, objectives, limitations of 
the study, definition of terms, procedure, and organization of the 
study. 
In Chapter II a review of tqe literature relevant to the study is 
presented. 
The results of the questionnaire used to determine needs of teach-
ers and a discussion of the development and use of guidelines and 
sample audiovisual materials based on those needs are presented in 
Chapter II I. · 
Chapter IV includes the evaluation of the guidelines and of the 
project as a whole. 
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The summary, conclusions, recommendations for revision of the 
guidelines and sample audiovisual materials, and implications for fur-
ther study are presented in Chapter V, 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Communication is a·vital factor in the proce$s of education. The 
teacher can no longer attempt to be the sole communicator of informa-
tiori in the classroom. The knowledge explosion has made it impossible 
for one teacher to know all the .faGts about any one field. Many teach-
ers are expected to teach information which is so current that it is not 
yet :i.n the textbooks. New facts are continually being discovered so 
that what one learns todaymay be obsolete tomorrow. This calls for a 
new type of teaching. 
The number of students in school has been continually increasing. 
This is partly because of the expanding population, resulting in great-
er numbers of school~age youth, and partly because a larger proportion 
of the school-age population is attending school-~from kindergarten to 
college. Because of the increase in the number of students without a 
proportionate increase in the number of teachers available, teachers 
are having to find methods of teaching large groups of students in a 
limited amount of time. There is also more diversity in abilities and 
interests of stt,1dents, and this creates additional problems. 
The technological revolution has greatly influenced the lives of 
children in the United States. By the time children enter the first 
grade, they are well-acquainted with movies, radio, and television. For 
every hour the students are exposed to classroom information and media, 
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they spend more than four hours under the influence of non-school mass 
communication media. (51). When teachers attempt to hold the attention 
of these students with words and books alone, it frequently becomes a 
lost cause. 
According to Wittich (51), the problem is three-fold. First, 
teachers must acknowledge the explosion of knowledge. Ne~t, this knowl-
edge must be incorporated into the curriculum. Finally, teachers must 
find and select meaningful ways of communicating all of this to the 
student. If the holding power of the school is to be strengthened, the 
attractive attention-getting communiction techniques used outside the 
schools must be incorporated into the clas$room. 
History of Audiovisual Instruction 
Audiovisual instruction is not new. For longer than there has 
been teaching in organized schools it has been observed that people 
learn most readily from actual experiences involving their senses, par-
ticularly their senses of sight and hearing. As early as the first 
years of the seventeenth century such writers as Andrea and Campanella 
were advising readers of the importance of sensory experience to teach-
ing. Pestalozzi, in the late eighteenth century, advised that exper-
ience was the only base of meaning in word symbols. In the early nine-
teenth century, Friedrich Froebe! and Johann Herbart insisted that the 
child's organized learning be based upon controlled sensory experiences 
rather than word symbols. (8). 
It is difficult to establish a date for the beginning of audio-
visual instruction in the United States, but in 1905, St. Louis set up 
the first audiovisual center connected with the schools. By the early 
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twenties, about a dozen centers were scattered t~roughout the country. 
Today all cities of 100,000 and over haye audiovisual centers, and many 
well-equipped, well-staffed center~ can be found in districts as small 
as .twenty thousand. (28). 
Research d.n audiovisual instruction began in. the nineteen-twenties, 
and more thaµ one hundreq doctoral dissertations. have been completed 
since 1923. The first educatiqnal journal to be devoted exclusively to 
audiovisu.al instruction was~ Educational•Screen, :J;irst published in 
1922·. Today there .are more than a half dozen jo\lrnals in the field, 
Various organizations have been established for the promotion of audio-
visual instruction. The most widely known of the1:1e is lJ,AVI, the Depart-
men.t of .Audic;,-Visual Instruc;.tio11. · DAVI, a department of the National 
Education Association, is .a llnatibrtal professional organization for. 
persons and organizations interested in improving education at all 
levels and in all subject areas .tqrbugh the. u~e of al.ldio-visual and· 
other instructionalmaterials." (2~). 
Audiovisual instruction gained impetus during and immediately after 
World War II. Faced with training large number_s of raw recruits in a 
short time, the armed forces found audiovisual methods and equipment 
invaluable. (8). As industry .lost trained personnel to the armed 
forc~s, new personnel had tobe trained qllickly. Training directors 
rapidly adopted techniques of audiovisual .instruction and found that 
these techniques increased the efficiency of workers, provided interest 
and incentive, resulted in greater comprehep.sion, and improved the gual-
ity of workmanship. (28). Even today :l,ndustry and the armed forces are 
two of the ;Largest users of audiovisual . instrtiction •. 
During the immediate postwa:r;- per.iod, ·colleges and universities 
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showed a growing interest and a steep increase in research in audio-
visual instr'l!,ction. By 1950, the acceptance and general use of audio-
visual ins.truC:tion in education was evidenced by the adaptation of 
classrooms for use of the m.aterials. Since 1958, the amoµ:nt of audio.,.. 
visual equipment and material1;1 us.ed in the school,s has been steadily 
increasing, primarily as a result of Title III of the National Defense 
Education Act. 
During the sixties, the availability of·new and nove:J. educat:i6na:1 
media is lll'l!,Shrooming. Not only are 1:1pecific devices being invented or 
improved, but.computerized instruction and complete ;instructional sys-
tems are being developed. Thetas~ of sorting out the l;>est materials 
for each teaching purpose becomes increasingly more difficult. (51). 
The new media make it more important than ever for te1;tchers to know 
what ed'l!,cational ends they seek. Until these objectives are clearly 
determined, the means of reaching th~m cannot-be effectively selected. 
Audiovisual Instruction Today 
D'llring the p1;1.st thirtyyears, according to Allen (2), a vast amount 
of research has accum1,1lated 11 demonstrating conclusively that audio~ 
visual instructional materials, properly used, can make significant 
contributions to learning over a wide range of condit'ions and subject . 
matter content." New-media and learning materials can help students 
accommodate increased amounts of factuai learning and sustain greater 
retention. (51). 
If .audiovisual instruction is .to reach its potential today, it 
must be adapted to meet twc, concomitant developI1J.ents: one, a technology. 
associated with mass instruction; t'lle other, a technology associated 
with individual inst:p~ation. (40). S<;).,me types of audiovisual tech-
niques, such as the d~erhead system, are patticularly suited to mass 
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instructiono With the increasing numbers of students and the shortage 
of teachers, it seems inevitable that some classes will have to be 
extra large. In one study, however, teachers found that the fastest 
learners in a group can learn eight.ti~es as much as the slowest. (4). 
It has been said that. there is nothing so unequal as the equal. treat-
ment of unequals. Recognition of this principle is essential when de-
signing mass education programs for a complex, progressive society. 
(35). 
Because of the diversity in abilities and interests of the large 
groups of students, individual instruction has become the concern of 
many educators. ~uppes (40) stated that .improvement in learning of sub-
.ject matteT can best be achieved thraagh research concentrated upon 
individual differences. Newsom (35) ,supports the idea of individual. 
instruction with the statement, 
••.• each individual must develop for himsel:f, as .. a re.sult 
of active involvement .in many and diverse experiences, ,his 
own laws of.adaptation to his environment,.his own.methods 
of analysis ,,and utilization of facts, and his own .ru.1.es and 
objectiveso . 
As students are given more :l!'esponsib:Clity for their own edµcatiQl\, 
they should also -learn to test themselves in order to diJ~gnose what 
'they have learned or failed ·t:o ·learn. '(1'2). Thus, they ·can guide them-
se1ves in independent study. Fleck (15) st.ates, "Independent study 
provides ·an excellent experience for instilling th.e desire for .. continu-
ous ;learning, which is a desirable lifelong value." 
"Psychology i-a providing us with better information abqut teaching, 
and technology is providing the tools to capitalize on this new 
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knowledge." (35). It is only by taking advantage of the very newest 
instructional materials that adequate experience with the modern world 
may be provided. (51). 
Four types of·instructional mater:tals which technology has contrib-
uted to education seems to be of particular significance. today. These 
are slides, transparencies, programed instruction, and 8mm motion pic-
tures. With a little training and experience teachers can"'-develop 
these materials themselves. They can also purchase the materials com-
mercially. These four are well-suited to mass instruction and/or in-
dividual instruction. Transparencies used with the overhead projector 
are pa:rticularly useful for mass instruction, while 8mm motion pictures 
and programed instruction are designed for individual instruction. 
Slides are not really new to education, but refinements in projectors 
and film have made them even more useful in the past few years. Slides 
are appropriate for either mass or individual instruct:ion, depending on 
the purpose for which they were designed. A discussion of each of these 
four.materials follows. 
Slides 
As early as 1646, Athanasius Kirchner developed the first project-
or. Although projectors as they are known today had to await advance-
ments in electricity anc:! photography, his invention paved the way for 
development of a number of different types of projectors now used for 
both entertainment and education. The twentieth century has seen re-
finements and improvements in projection equipment and materials, and, 
as a result, projected images have become commonplace :i,n classrooms 
throughout the nation. (14). 
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One popular form of projection used in classrooms today utilizes 
slides •. When motion is not important, a slide is an effective instruc-
tional deviceo (28). A slide can be projected on the screen for an in-
definite period of time without damage. This enables the teacher and. 
class to point out and discuss in detail items appearing on the screen. 
(7). A survey made by the U. S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare indicated that school.districts own 1,286,300 slides, and that 
718,800 more are necessary to.meet instructional needs. (14). 
Slides are one of the most versatile of all projected materials. 
They have been successfully used with both large and small groups, and 
they are frequently being used today for individual instruction. Good 
quality, remotely controllable projectors, and daylight rear-projection 
screens have increased the effectiveness of slide presentation to large 
groups. (49). Audio-tutorial carrels with individual slide projectors 
utilizing trays which eliminate the necessity for student handling of 
the individual slides have encouraged the use of slides for individual 
instruction. 
The flexibility of slides is one of their principal advantages for 
teaching. Slide sets may be tailored to fit individual school situa-
tions. Slides may be projected in se.quenc:e; shown individually~ or 
used in combination with slides from other sets. Slide secs may be re~ 
vised by simply replacing outdate·d pictures with newer ones. Locally 
produced slides are often added to commercial sets to "round out and 
r 
localize the content of cqmmercially produced slide sets." (.5). 
Slides may have ·a public relations funct;:ion in assisting persons 
with interpretation of the school to the community. (7). They may also 
be used to interpret new educational programs to prospective students 
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and to administrators. Slides may be used to record field trips, class 
projects, or daily school experiences for use at a later date. 
Slides are valuable to.the classroom teacher. Excellent colll.Iller-
cial sets are available· at all levels, and a teacher with a .35mm camera 
can easily make his own. It .is up to the teacher to select and/or 
produce those slides which can,best complement his instruction. (14). 
Transparencies 
The overhead system is rapidly becoming one of the most widely 
used teaching techniques in the United States. "A study conducted by 
the Bureau of.Social Science Research showed that in 238 sampled school 
districts the number of overhead projectors increased 175.5% from 1961 
to 1964. This was higher than fo:i:- any other piece of audiovisual 
equipment." (5'4). 
Teaching with an overhead projector is not really a new idea. The 
armed forces have.used it since World War II in training military per-
sonnel. The earliest projectors, however, were very expensive and were 
heavy and inconvenient to use. This slowed their acceptance in educa-
tional institutions. (44). During the past few years, relatively in-
expensive projectors have been developed which are light~weight and may 
be easily carried from room.to room. The projectors.are mechanically 
simple to operate; the.teacher controls the material, eliminating the 
necessity for a projectionist. (14). The overhead projector is used 
from the front of a lighted classroom. This allows the.teacher to face 
the class at all times and the students have light available for note-
taking. 
Various equip~ent and processes fo~ making transparencies have 
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also beeri developed and improved durifi$ the past d~cade. According to 
i I 
Wyman (53), the most common method of making transparencies from paper 
·is the thermal copying process. In this process, sometimes called the 
heat transfer process, a sheet of specially prepared plastic is placed 
over the material to be copied and exposed to intense radiant heat for 
a short time, The image is thus transferred to the plastic for pro-
jection. This method results in usable transparencies in a few seconds 
at low costo 
The diazo process is frequently used for production of colored 
transparencies from transparent or translucent masters. This is a chem-
ical process requiring an intermediate step, but the teacher needs 
little technical knowledge to prepare effective color transparencies by 
this process. (5). 
A number of photographic machines and processes are available for 
making copies from boo~$ or from co-q.tinuous tol)a images, but the equip-
ment is more e~pensive and more difficult to operate. Colored materials 
may be copied by this process, but the copies are 9-lways b_lack and 
whiteo (53) 0 
Full-color transparencies can be prepared from most pictures in 
popular magazines by the cdlo:t"""-lift process.· This is· a method of actu-
ally transferring the ink from a.sheet of clay-coated paper to a sheet 
of transparency ifilm. This process results in a full-color transpar-
ency not possibil-e otherwise except through full-color photographyo (53). 
Transparencies may also be hand made by using·a grease pencil or 
nylon-tipped pen to draw on a sheet of clear acetate or reprocessed x-
ray film., (45)" Color may be added by using color-adhesive film or by 
coloring spaces with nylon-tipped pens. This is an inexpensive method 
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of producing transparencies tailored to the local situation. 
The. overheaa system has ~any uses in the classroom.· It is favor~ 
, 
ably competing with the chalkboar.do According to Cross and Cypher (8), 
"virtually any instructional purpose for which a chalkboard has been 
used may be served more efficiently by the use of overhead transparen-
cies." Complicated outlines or drawings may be prepared ahead of time 
and filed away for later use, while new material may be worked out on 
the transparency in full view of the studentso A prepared outline may 
be permanently drawn on the transparency and the details filled in as 
students watcho 
Small objects or opaque cut-outs placed on the stage of the pro-
jector .will cast a silhouette on the screen. Transparent objects, such 
as plastic rulers, may be projected on the screen. (38). Simulated 
motion and flow-action may be produced on the overhead through polari-
zationo A few years ago, this was a complex process; but it is now a 
relatively simple matter to make a word "pulsate," a liquid flow through 
a pipe, or a heart pump life-giving bloodo (45)o 
A number of studies indicate that .use of the overhead system saves 
teacher time. (14)o The results of an extensive experiment at the Uni-
vers~ty of Texas showed, a savin.g of fi.fte~n minutes of every sixty-
minute lecture period when transparencies were used. (5)o The versatil-
ity and convenience of the overhead system, and the ease with which 
transparencies may be prepared, have made it a favorite with teachers. 
8mm Motion Pictures 
One of the most recent innovations in education is 8mm motion pie-
tur~s. For more than a half~century, pictorial media have had an 
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established: place in the American classroom, but the motion pictures 
previously used have been on 16mm film. (37). The major objective for 
using 16mm motion pictures has been to bring the 11world of experienae" 
into the classroom and to offer large groups of children "vicarious 
experiences via the movie screen." (50). These 16mm motion pictures 
are excellent for presenting ideas for which portrayal of motion is 
essential, but they must be used in a dark room with a projector which 
many teachers find difficult to operate. 
According to Forsdale (20), 
The great contribution of 8mm film is that it can change the 
motion picture from the most difficult to among the simplest 
of all pictorial media to use. Other means of accomplishing 
this have been suggested, e.g., videotape, but 8mm is the 
only presently available vehicle--cheap enough, good enough, 
and simple enough--to make the motion picture accessible to 
the average teacher in the average school. 
One of the biggest advantages of 8mm motion pictures is that the 
film may be housed in plastic cartridges. This allows the projector to 
be loaded si~ply by iriserfing the cartridge. The cartridge also makes 
\ 
the film easy to store arid protects it from dirt and damagea The strip 
of film is continuous, eliminating the necessity for threading a pro-
jector or rewinding the filmo Sometimes·these cartridge films are 
calleq film loopsa They may be called single concept films because 
each film usually ranges from thirty seconds to four minutes in length 
and presents only one co~cepta (5). 
The most significant factor in the increased utilization of 8mm 
motion pictures is the shift from large group presentation to individual 
or very small group presentat.iono (50).a Rear-view projection lends 
itself to individual viewing in a small area, such as a carrel in a 
library, classroom, or audio-tutorial laboratory, A self-contained 
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rear-view projector looks something like a t~levision set, and darken-
ing of the room is not required for use. (18)o Teachers and students 
find 8mm motion pictures easy to produce. The only equipment necessary 
is a motion picture camera, and the cost of 8mm film and equipment is 
significantly lower than the equivalent in 16mm motion pictures. 
The compelling visual power of motion pictures allows them to do. 
many jobs effectively. A film loop may show a manipulative skill that 
is difficult to communicate in words. (49)o Documentary film records 
of class activities and achievements may be made by students or teach-
ers for future reference by parents, teachers, students, and adminis~ 
tratorso (Sl)o Some projectors allow the image to be held in one post-
tion as long as desired for the study of detail. The film can be re-
peated as many times as necessary for the student to fix the points in 
his mind. 
The first 8mm motion pictures produced commercially were silent, 
but both magnet:l.c and, optical sound are now being addedo (SO)o More 
' ?'. 
than sixty film producers throughout the world are now engaged in pro-· 
duction of 8mm films, and more than 3,000 are now available in a wide 
range of subj~ctso (Sl)o Nearly 750,000 8mm film projectors are sold 
annually in the United Statesj and well over five million are now in 
useo The number of 8mm projectors sold annually is greater than the 
total number of 16mm projectors in use in the United Stateso · (.5) o 
The 8nnn development in education has the signs of a major develop-
mento Forsdale 1 s (20) guess is 
o o ·that it will help revolutionize the uses of the moving 
pictures in education--changing every aspect of the process:. 
from the kinds of films which are made to the manner in which 
they are acquired and used" If this guess is an accurate one--
and time alone will tell--then we are dealing with one of the 
most important develdpments in th, history of educational 
communicationo 
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At any rate, "8mm film has inherent characteristics that ••• make it 
possible for it to become a prime tool of educational instruction 
rather than a.supplementary aid. 11 (37). 
Programed Instruction 
Programed instruction has been viewed with fear, anxiety, antici-
pation, and perhaps even awe in its brief history in education. Some 
prophesied that programed instruction would create an educational Utopia 
while others argued that class.room~ would become robots with no "human'' 
quality whatsoever. Today educators are beginning to pull away from 
these extremes and to recognize programed instruction for what it is--a 
method of teaching which, like other methods, has advantages, disadvan-
tag~s, and specific uses. 
Programed. in~q:·uctio-q oriS.inat;ed in the laboratory ,.of the experi-
m~ntal psy:chologi~t" t~ 1924, Dr •. Si4ney L. Pressey invented a sma11 · 
testing machine wl:\ic;r. would score a lllultiple choice fXamination auto-
matically at t9e time the answer button was pushedo Pressey perceived 
that by ma~ing i,.f,slight change in the machine it could be used as a 
teaching d~vice to remove some of the routine drill of teaching. With 
this thought in mind, Pressey developed the first te~ching machine. (23). 
The idea used in this machine was. expanded until today programed in-
struction is available in many forms--from the very simplest mimeograph-
ed booklet to the most complex electronic wonders imaginable, utilizing 
slides; motion pictures, tape recorder~, talking typeW"l;'!°ters, and var-
ious types of computers. 
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The effect of using programed instructio.n is like that of having 
a private tutoro An objective is specified, stated in behavioral terms, 
and a program is designed to produce the specified change in student 
behavioro There is a constant exchange between program and student, 
The program insists that a student understand a point before he is given 
the next point, yet each student can move through the program at his 
own rate~ The program does not "get tired" repeating the same informa-
tion over and over to a slow learner, as a tutor might. 
Two major styles of programing are recognized today--linear and 
intrinsic. "The objective of both schools of programing is to produce 
materials that permit efficient individual study by a student independ-
ent of an organized study group and without the continuous intercession 
of a live instructoro" (9)o Linear programing, however, capitalizes on 
a particular theoryj while intrinsic programing capitalizes on a partic-
ular technique. 
The linear, or Skinnerian, program is a single-path sequence in 
which all students read and respond to the same materialo The theory 
behind it postulates that a desired change in behavior, defined as 
learning, can beat be brought about by inducing and then rewarding the 
desired behavior in much. tqe same manner as a dog is .trainedo The for-
mat for the linear type program is simpleo A very small bit of new 
material is presented, and the student is required to make a response" 
He then comp.res his response to the correct response by turning a page 
or sliding down a masko If his response W.!}s correct, he feels rewarded, 
and thus he learns. Linear programs are designed so that students make 
very few errorss because by linear theory, errors are irrelevant to the 
learning process. (9). 
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The intrinsic, or Crowderian, program is composed of several paths 
or branches; hence the programs developed according to this technique 
are commonly known as branchir1g programs. The material a particular 
student reads is determined by his pattern of responses. Students who 
make errors are exposed to more material than those who always respond 
correctly. The technique is based on the idea that a student's answer 
to a multiple choice question can be used to direct him to new material 
for which he is ready or to a moredetailed explanation of the material 
he has just covered if he has misunderstood it. This type programing 
is frequently presented in the form of the scrambled book. Each page 
presents a short discussion of the material to be learned, followed by 
a multiple-choice question designed to test the point just made. Each 
answer alternative has a page ntimber beside it. The student chooses an 
answer and turns to the page numJ;,er given for that answer. The pages 
are randomly arranged so that the student cannot ignore the question 
and simply go to the "next page" o:f; instruction. (9), 
At the present time there is insufficient evidence to establish 
that one type• of program is definitely better than the other for a par-
ticular type of teaching; however, 11it appears that the linear form 
might be more efficient for teaching rote material such as terminology, 
and branching programs better for teaching c;liscdmination or problem-
aolving.11 (25). Some recent programers are successfully attempting a 
combination of the two styles, and others are developing a tinique style 
of their own. (32). 
Industry and the armed forces are increasingly using programed in-:-
struction materials for many different types of training· "because of its 
ability to provide individual instruction, to produce better results in 
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less time, arid at the same time to bring about a savings in the total 
cost of instruction." (25). 
Educators are also recognizing the pote"Q.tial contribution of pro-
gramed instruction to the teaching-learning process as evidenced by 
Lumsdaine 1 s (29) statements: 
By allowing individuals to proceed at their own rate through 
a program of materials, these devices permit students to pro-
ceed as rapidly as.their abilities permit. ~he obvious 
economy of really doing something about individual differences 
in education (other than merely measuring them) has, in itself, 
potentially revolutionary significance, not only for the effi-
ciency of instruction, but for the organization of classes and 
schools •..• In the opinion of the writer, auto-instructional 
methoqs may represent the most important innovation in education 
since the advent of the textbook. 
Programed instruction is making a substantial contribution to our 
knowledge of teaching processes by applying knowledge of verbal learn-
ing. According to Dececco (13), "This knowleq.ge about teaching may very 
well be the major contribution of programed instruction." Undertaking a 
project in programed instruction may benefit a teacher by impressing up-
on him the need to specify instructional objectives, improving compre-
hension of the subject matter he teaches, and.clarifying the relation-
ship between teaching and testing. It is evident that programed instruc-
tion has been and will continue to be in the main current of research 
on teaching. 
Barriers to Effective Audiovisual Instruction 
Teachers sometimes hesitate to use the newer media because of a 
natural resistance to change, a lack of understanding, and/or a lack of 
preparation. Some teachers fear that they may be crowded out--replaced 
by machines or reduced to clerical functions. Audiovisual materials, 
however, are not suqstitutes for teachers. Wittich (Sl) stated: 
••• teachers will always be essential ,in good educational 
programs--not only to <!reate ideas for putting.to itnaginative 
use instructional materials, but also to do th~ human, cre-
ative and artistic part of teaching which makes a major dif-
ference both 'in how well students learn and more· important, 
in how well they develop as individuals and as responsible 
members of the society. 
"The application of modern tools of instruction can magnify the. 
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capabilities of an outstanding teacher and multiply his effectiveness. 
They extend his inspiration, talents, and expertness to even larger 
numbers of students." (6). 
The hesitancy of teachers to use new methods may be attributed to 
their feelings of inadequacy and insecurity when new techniques are 
introduced without sufficient teacher preparation. (52). Feelings of 
insecurity are probably.engendered by the threat of job displacement or 
by lack of knowledge.of how the teacher should respond to and use the 
new techniqueso Findings by the National Education Association reveal 
that. sixty per cent of the teaGhers feel that their preparation in the 
utilization of audiovisuql techniques in the classroom was not adequate. 
(51) 0 
The key t.ci tbe solution of the prDblem rests upon teacher-training_ 
" 
and prepl:lration. ( 4). Sol'(le statQ61 ~ow have legisJation r·equiring. train-
.. . . . .. -·" . . . 
ing in audt,ovisual instruction by all students preparing to·teach. 
Other st~tis have volunt~ry audiovisual prqgrams for student teachers. 
Older teac:.hers and teachers in states _whe'{(! audiovisual,instruction is 
not a part of their undergraduate training may need in-service training 
in the techniques of audiovisual instruction in order t~·be in a posi-
tion to-utilize the new media.effectivelyo 
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Summary 
The knowledge explosion, the population explosion, and the techno-
logical revolution have created a demand for at,1diovisual instruction :ln 
the classroom. The idea of t.ttilizing the sepses of sight and hearing 
for more effective learning was suggested even before schools were or-
ganized. 
Audiovisual instruction in the United States can be traced back to 
the early twentieth century, but the movement gained impetus during and 
immediately after World War II. Industry and the armed forces have 
found audiovisual instruction very effective in training large numbers 
of people in short periods of time. 
The sixties are seeing notable advancements in the types and 
amounts of audiovisual materials available, Teacher~ must become vi-
tally aware of the educational ends they seek before they can effi-
ciently select the means of reaching them. 
Two concomitant developments, mass instru9-tJon and individual in-
struction, are influencing education today. Four types of audiov:i,sual 
materials which may be adapted to these developments are slides, trans-
parencies, programed instruction, and 8mm motion pictures. Teachers 
may either produce these materials them&elves or purchase them commer~ 
cially. 
Although slides are not really new, technology has produced re-
fined equipment which allows them to be used effectively for both mass 
and individual instruction. 
Transparencies used with the overhead projector are rapidly gain-
ing acceptance for use in mass instruction because of their simplicity, 
convenience, and versatility. 
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As a result of developments in 8mm film, the motion picture is 
changing from the most difficult to one of the simplest of all pictorial 
media to.u$e, particularly for ipdividual instruction. 
Programed instruction provides materials which permit efficient 
individual study by a student without the assistance of a live instru~-
tor. The two styles of programing, linear and intrinsic, a$ well as 
recent attempts at combinations of the two, have proved to be effective 
in helping students meet specified objec;tives. 
Teachers are sometimes reluctant to use audiovisual instruction 
because of a natural resistance to change, a lack of understanding, 
and/or a lack of preparation. Audiovisual materials are not designed 
to replace the teacher, but rather to make his teaching more effective. 
The problem may be partially solved through adequate teacher-training 
in techniques of audiovisual instruction. 
CH.APTER I!I 
DEVELOP~ENT AND USE OF MATERIALS 
The m\9.jor prob.1,em of the study was t:o establish guidelines for the 
development and use of four types of.audiovisual materials based on the 
needs of a sel,ectecl group of home economics teacheJ::s in Oklahoma. 
Results of a questionnaire used to det:erm:i.ne needs pf selected Oklahoma 
home economics teac;:hers and a discussion of the development and use of 
the guidelines and samp:J,e materials based upon those needs are presented 
in Ghapter III. 
Questi,onna.ire 
The first step in the development of the audiovisual guidelines 
and materials was to determine the needs of home economics teachers. A 
questionnaire was developed to determine (1) types of audiovisual mate-
rials presently being used, (2} equipment available for use by the 
teachers, and (3) a:i:-eas in which the teachers bel:ieved they needed 
assistance. The questionnaire was sent to a total of seventy-eight 
home economics teachers in the state who either (1) taught one or more 
classes in gainful employment, or (2) participated in the teacher-
training program at Oklahoma State University. A letter, accompanying 
the questionnaire e~plained the nature of the study and invited the 
teachers to participate by furnishing in;formation about audiovisual in-
struction in thei~ home economics classes and by trying out the 
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guidelines and sample materials developed by the writer as a part of 
the study. Sixty~seven (86%) teachers returned the questionnaire in-
dicating a desire to participate in the study. 
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The questionnaire consisted of three parts, Part I requested in-
formation about audiovisual materials presently being used by the teach-
ers. Part II dealt with audiovistJal equipment available to the home 
economics teachers, and Part III attempted to discover areas in which 
teachers felt they needed assistance in the development and use of 
audiovisual materials~ A copy of the 9uestionnaire may be found in 
Appendix A, page 82. 
Results of Pa;rt I of the questionnaire, presented in Table I, in-
dicated that more teachers had usecl transparencies than any of the other 
types of audiovisual materials, Almost three-fourths of those respond-
ing had used transparencies, Slightly over half of the teache;rs had 
used slides, and just under one-third had used programed instruction. 
Only about one-sixth of the teachers had used 8mm mot;;i.on pictures. 
Some of the teachers had developed audiovisual materials of their 
own, A much larger proportion of the teachers had developed transpar-
encies than any of the other materials, More than half (60%) had de-
veloped transparencies and one-e~ghth had developed slides. Very few 
had developed programed instructio~ materials, and only two had devel-
oped 8mm motion pictures. 
About hal:I; of the teachers had t,tsed commercially prepared trans-
parencies and slides. One-fourth had used commercial programed instruc-
tion materials, and abotJt one-eighth had used commerical 8m~ motion 
pictures. A co~parison of these percentages with the percentages of 
teacher-developed materials shows that teachers used more teacher-made 
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tranaparencies than commeriqal traneparencies, but that they used more 
commercial slides, programed instruction, and 8mm motion pictures than 
they produced themselves. 
TABLE l 
RE~PONSES OF SIXTY-SEVEN OKLAHOMA HOME ECONOMICS TEA~HERS 
TO AUDIOVISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE - PART I -
MA.TERIALS PRES~NTLY BEINGUSED 
Materials. N 
Which of the following have you used with your clas1:1es? 
(a) transparencies 48 
(b) slidea 37 
(c).programed instruction 21 
(d) 8mm motion pictures 12 
Which of the following "!llaterials have you prepared for 
use in your classes? 
(a) transparencies 
(b) slides 
(c) programed instruction 
(c:;l) 8mm motion pictures 
Which of·the following commercially prepared materia,ls 
have you.used? 
(a) transparencies 
(b) slides 
(c) programed ;instruction 
(d) 8mm motion pictures 
For what purposes do you use audiovisual materials? 
(a) motivation 
(b) provide large group instruction 
(c) evaluation 
(d) provide individual instruction 
(e) other 
40 
8 
5 
2 
35 
33 
17 
10 
63 
52 
29 
+8 
12 
% 
72 
55 
31 
18 
60 
12 
7 
3 
52 
49 
25 
15 
94 
78 
43 
27 
18 
30 
Motivation was checked by the ~reatest number of teachers as a 
purpose for using audiovisual instruction. All but four of the teachers 
chec~ed motivation, Three-fourths used audiovisual materials for large 
group instruction, while only one-fourth used them for individual in-
struction. Almost half of the teachers used audiovisual materials for 
evaluation. Other purposes listed were (1) for small group instruction, 
(2) for emphasis, (3) to save lecture and reading time, and (4) to pro-
vide specific information not found in textbooks. 
The results of the section of the quest;i.onnaire dealing with audio-
visual equipment are presented in Table II. All of the teachers had 
access to one or more projectors. The overhead projector was the most 
common with all but three of the teachers having access to one. Very 
few teachers had cameras available for the;i.r use. Eleven had slide 
cameras, while only three had 8mm ~otion picture cameras, and none had 
super 8 ~otion picture cameras. 
The most common type of duplicating equipment for transparencies 
was the heat transfer copier with. two-thirds of the teachers having 
access to this equipment. A photo-reflex copier was available to one-
third of the teachers, but diazo equi.pmen,t was available to only five. 
More teachers had programed textbooks than teaching machines, but 
only about one-third had programed instruction equipment of any kind. 
Fifteen had programed textbooks, four had electric teaching machines, 
and only one had manual teaching machines. Two of the teachers indi-
cated that they had used pro&ramed instruction pamphlets. 
Areas in which teachers wari.ted ass:;i.stance may be seen in Table III. 
Almost three-fourths of them requested assistance in making transparen-
cies to.use with the overhead projector. Almost two-thirds wanted 
TABLE H 
RESPONSES OF SIXTY-SEVEN OKLAHOMA HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO AUDIOVISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE - PART I! -
EQUIPMENT AVtILABLE FOR USE 
Equipment N 
Projectors: 
(a) overhead projector 64 
(b) slide projector 50 
(c) 8mm mot;l.on piGture projector 14 
(d) super 8 motion picture p~ojector 5 
Cameras: 
(a) slide camera 11 
(b) 8mm motion picture camera 3 
(c) super 8 motion picture camera 0 
D4plicating equipment for tra~sparencies: 
(a) heat transfer copier 44 
(b) photo-ref:l.ex cop;ier 22 
(c) Qiazo copier 5 
(d) other 0 
Programed instruction equipment: 
(a) programed textbooks 15 
(b) electric teaching maehines 4 
(c) manual teaching machines 1 
(d) c;>ther 2 
31 
% 
96 
75 
21 
7 
16 
4 
0 
66 
33 
7 
0 
22 
6 
1 
3 
32 
assistance in developing short programed instruction :materials and com-
piling information on where to find and how to order comtµercially pre-
pared audiovisual materials, Slightly over half of the teachers felt 
they needed assistance in determining which medium would be most effec-
tive for teaching a particular concept. Half of the teachers Wµnted 
help in selecting commercially prepared audiovisual materials, and 
slightly less than half requested assistance in preparing the class for 
learning through audiovisual instruction. Forty-two per cent wanted 
help in evaluating the effectiveness of audiovisual materials. About 
one-fourth wanted asststance in developing slide sets, and about one-
sixth l;'equested assistance in developing 8mm motion pictures. Four of 
the teachers listed other areas which were beyond the scope of this 
study, such as how to secure equipment, up-to-date information about 
16mm films, specific information about teaching mac~ines~ and storage 
of audiovisual equipment. 
The teachers were asked to list concepts, skills, .or other infor-
mation which might be more effectively taught through audiovisual in-
struction. ~uch of the information listed was too broad to be of value 
in developing a specific set of materials, but the areas of clothing 
construc;tion, food preparation, and child clevelopment were mentioned 
very frequently. Some of the more specific items listed were (1) devel-
opmental tasks of children, (2) playschool equipment, (3) zipper ap-
plication, (4) buttons and buttonholes, (5) table settings and table 
service, (6) abbreviations, (7) time and motion studies, and (8) safety 
and sanitation. 
The large percentage of questionnaires returned seemed to indicate 
a strong interest in audiovisual instruction among the teachers in the 
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study. All of the teachers had some audiovisual equipment available 
for their use, but not all teachers who had the equipment were using it. 
For example, the overhead projector_was available to all but three 
teachers, yet less than three-fourths of the teachers indicated that 
they had used transparencies w;ith the overhead projector in their class-
es. Although three-fourths of the teachers had access to a slide pro-
jector, only about half of t;hem had used slides. An 8mm projector or 
a super 8 projector was available to about one~fourth of the teachers, 
bµt only about one-sixth had used amm motion pictures. 
TABLE IU 
RESPONSES OF SIXTY-SEVEN OKLAHOMA HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO AUDIOVISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE - PART III -
AREAS IN WHICH ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED 
Area 
Making transparencies to use with overhead projector 
Developing short programed instruction materials 
Compiling information on where to find and how to 
order commercially prepared audiovisual materials 
Determining which medium would be most e~fective for 
tea~hing a particular concept 
Selecting commercially prepared audiovisual materials 
Preparing the class for learning through audiovisual 
instruction 
Evaluating the effectiveness of audiovisual materials 
Developing slide sets 
Developing 8mm motion pictures 
Others 
47 
41 
41 
38 
34 
31 
28 
15 
11 
4 
% 
70 
61 
61 
57 
51 
46 
42 
22 
16 
6 
34 
Most of the teachers 1,1sed audiovi,sual instruct;i.on primarily fc;,r 
motivation. Audiovisual materi.als were 1,1sed much more frequently for 
large group instruction than for individual instruction. Slightly. 
under half of the teachers used audiovisual. mate:i:-ia,ls for evaluat;i.on. 
'l'he large percentages of teachers. checking areae in which assistance 
was de~ired would seem to indicate a recognition of the need for audio-
visual. training for home economics teachers. 
Guidel,:i,nes 
After examination of the results of the questionnaire, a set of 
guidelines was developed for teachers to use as a handbook in developing 
and using audiovisual materials in their c::l.asses. The guidelines con~ 
sisted of six sections: (1) introdu~tion, (2) slides, (3) overhead 
trartsparencies, (4) programed instruc;.tion, (5) 8mm motion pictures, and 
(6) commercially prepared materials. A copy of the guideli:nes may be 
found. in Appendix, c, page 95. 
The purpose of the introduction was to give teachers an overview 
of audiovisual instru~tion and to bring them up-to-date on new develop-
ments in the field. This section also presented factors for teachers 
to consider in deciding whether to develop materials of their own or to 
purchase coillII\ercial materials. Suggestions were given for determining 
the suitability of a particular material for a particular use. General 
guidelines were given for using audiovisual instruction in home econom-
ics classes, and a brief description of the organization of the remain-
ing five sections was presented. 
Sections two through five were each organized into three parts; 
(1) introduct;i.on or overview, (2) use of the .media in teaching home 
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economics, and (3) development or preparation of materials. Because of 
the uniqueness of each medium, each section differs from the ot;:pers, but 
the information presented in each was des:Lgned to (1) acquaint the 
teachers w:i,th the medium of instruction, (2) present suggestions for 
using the medium in home economics classes, an.d (3) provide enough in-.. 
formation for the teacher to be able to develop materials of her own. 
The section on commercially prepared materials contained an intro-
duction designed to point out·some of the ~actors to consider in using 
commercially prepared materials. The remainder of the section listed 
t::itles of cqmmercial slides, transparencies, programed inst1rnct:i.on 
materials, and 8mm motion pictures :j.n the areas of child care, clothing, 
and foods. Names and addresses of producers were also listed. The list 
was based on information obtained from catalo~s available in the Okla-
homa St:ate University library, February 1, 1968, and from catalog~ re-
ceived directly from producers prior to t;hat date, 
The gl.lidelines were sent to the sixty-seven teachers who'had re~ 
turned their questionnaires during the fall semester, 196~68, indicating 
a desire to participate in the project. A title page and a table of 
contents completed the guidelines, so that if the teachers desired, 
they could assemble the materials into a handboo~ for future reference. 
In April, 1968~ a final questionn~ire was sent to the teachers for eval-
l,lation of the guidelines. Results of the evaluation are presented in 
Chapter IV. 
Slides 
Two sample slide sets, "Zipper Application" and "Outdoor Play 
Equipment," were developed ut:ilizing :1,deas presented in the guidelines. 
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The slide series on zipper application was.developed to illustrate one 
method of insert;i.ng a zipper ;i.n a center back seam. The method selected 
consisted of attaching the facing to the neckline before inserting the 
zipper. This particular .method of appl:i.cation was selected because it 
is reasonably simple to execute and it results in an extremely neat, 
flat back opening. The method is sometimes difficult to explain to 
students, however, when only written.aad spoken words are used. 
A dress featuring a back zipper was c<;mstructed, and several slides 
were made of each step in the process of applying the zipper. Each step 
was photographed from several diff~rent angles and with different lens 
openings to vary the lighting of the slide. Several shots were made of 
the finished garment. A description of each of the slides used in the 
series may be seen in Appendix C, page 93 •.. 
IIOutdoor.Play Equipment" illustrates various pieces of equipment 
frequently found on playgrounds at child care centers. Title slides 
are incorporated at intervals to point out thia different types of equip-
ment. The sct:ipt presents a descript;i.on of each piece of equipment and 
provides infot:matiqn about the uses for the equipment. A description 
of each slide in this set is given ;i.n Appendix C, pc;1ge 94. 
The contrast between the two sets of slides is obvious. One illus-
trates a step-:by-step process while the other presents ;independent bits 
of information. One set may be used in place o{ a demonstration while 
the other enables students to have an experience which would othewise 
be available only through an exte~sive field trip. One set was photo7 
graphed entirely indoors using artificial light while the other was 
photographed outdoors in daylight. One set consists primarily of·close-
up shots while the other utilizes mostly long range shots, 
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A letter describing the slide sets was sent to the sixty-seven 
teachers part;icipating in the study. l'hey weJ;e ask.ed to indicate first 
and second ~hoice of dates if they wished to use either or Qoth of the 
slide sets with their classes. Thirty~six reque$ts were received, but 
because of difficulty in scheduling and various spring holidays in the 
high schools, only twenty-four teachers used and eva::)..uated the slides o 
A copy of the evaluation sheet used. may be.seen in Appendix:S, page 88. 
Results of the evaluation follow. 
Fourteen teachers used·"Outdoor Play Equipment" and ten used 
"Zipper Application." Table IV presents the opinion of the teachers 
regarding the appropriate grade level.for use of the 1:,lide sets. Three-
fourths of the teachers using ''Outdoor. Play Equipment" believed the set 
was appropriate for tenth grade students. Two-thirds .believed.the set 
was appropriate at the eleventh grade level, and slightly more than 
half believed it was appropriate for twelfth grade· students. Three. 
teachers believed it could be used in eighth and ninth grades, but one 
teacher.who used it with ninth.grade students was unable to determine 
whether students benef;i.ted from v;i.ewing the sl,ides. · 
The slides on zipper application were also rated more appropriate 
for tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade level, with four teachers be-
lieving they were also appropriate at eighth and ninth grade levels. 
Most of the.teachers believed the slides were appropriate at more than 
one· grade level. This would seem to indicate that the slides could be. 
used for different purposes at the different levels. At the lower 
levels the slides might be used for presentation of.the material for 
the first time, while at the upper levels they might be used for review 
and/or evaluation •. 
Slide Set 
Outdoor Play Equipment (N=14) 
Zipper Application (N=lO) 
TABLE IV 
OPINIONS OF TEACHERS USING SLIDE SETS REGARDING 
APPROPRIATE GRADE LEVEL OR LEVELS 
Grade·Level 
8 9 10 
N ---y N % N % 
1 7 2 14 11 79 
1 10 3 30 6 60 
11 l2 
N % N % 
9 64 8 · 57 
4 40 4 40 
Note: Percentages go not total to 100% because many teachers believed the sets were appropriate for 
more than one grade level. 
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T&ble V presents opinions of the teachers regarding the number of 
slides in the sets. "O\ltdoor Play ;Bquipment" consisted of thirty-six 
slides and "Zipper Application" consisted .of thirty-three. Most of the 
teachers were satisfied with the number of slides in the sets, indicat-
ing that the sets were long enough to tell the story bµt not so long 
that they were boring. 
TABLE V 
REACTlONS OF TWENTY-FOUR TEACHERS TO NUMBER 
OF SLIDES IN THE TWO SETS 
Slide Set More Fewer The N % N .% 
Outdoor Play Equipment 1 7 0 0 
Zipper Application 2 20 1 10 
Same Number 
N % 
13 93 
7 70 
One teacher stated that she would like more slides in the "Outdoor 
:Play Equipment" set, but diµ not indicate whether she wanted a greater 
variety of equipment or more examples of each type of equipment in the 
set. Two teachers wapted .more slides in the "Zipper Application" set, 
but one teacher preferred fewer. Thi$ may serve as a reminder that 
there are always some students who need more explanation tha~ otherso 
If the slide sets were used individually in a specially designed 
machine and "programed" using the branching technique, a large number 
of s;J..ides could pe stored ;i.n the machine and each student could view 
only as many as he needed to understand the point. When slides are 
designed for use with a large class, however, the set will probably 
have to be aimed at the so-called "average'' student. 
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Responses of teachers to several general questions about the slide 
sets may be seen in Table VI. All .of the teachers believed the infor-
mation presented in the slide sets was accurate and correct. All but 
one of the teachers felt that the individual slides showed clearly what 
they were supposed to. One teacher felt some of the slides in the 
"Zipper Application" set were too dark tp show the stitches, Stitches· 
would show up better if thread of a contrasting color were used; but 
since matching thread must be used in the actual construction of a 
dress, it is usually confusing to students when contrasting thread is 
used in a demonstration •. Perhaps a lighter colored fabric could have 
been used for the dress in the set. 
Seven-eighths of the teachers believed their students benefited 
from viewing the slides. Several teachers stated that the slides stim-
ulated intere~t and promoted "thinking." On~ teacher believed the 
slides enabled the students to. see that z:i.pper applic1;1tion is "simply 
one step after another." +eachers using the "Outdoor Play Equipment" 
set indicated that the slides afforded students the opportunity of view-
ing equipment w1;lich was unavailable ;i.n the vicinity of their school and 
suggested ideas for making inexpensive playground equipment. 
The one teacher who said student~ did not benefit from viewing the 
slic;les stated that "students were confused," but gave no specific ex-
planation of why or how they were confused. This was the same teacher 
who believed the slides were too dark for the stitches to be seen. 
There may have been a lighting problem in the classroom.which would 
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have prevented the ima~e·from showing up clearly on.the screen.• When 
close-up slides are used to show minute detail (such as stitches) to an 
entire class, the roqm must be ql.lit~ dark. Two other teachers :were un-
decided about wllether·or not st:udents benefited from viewing the slides. 
Some kind of ev:all,1at;i.on device might ,.be d«i!signed to accompany the slides· 
which would assist t;he · teache.r in determining whether studeI\ts learned 
fro:in the·slides. 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY-JrOUR TEACHERS TO GENERAL 
QUEStIO~S REGAR.PING SLIDE SETS 
Question Yes No Undecided N % N % N % 
Is the information correct .and 
accurate? 24 10() 0 0 0 0 
.Did the slides clearly show what 
they were supposed to? 23 96 1 4 0 0 
Did .students benefit frqm vieiwing 
the slides? 21 88 1 4 2 8 
Wot!.ld you .. like · to own these or 
similar slides? 19 79 3 13 2 8 
Do you. plan to use slides in 
futu:r;e tf;!ac:hing? 18 75 ~ 13 3 13 
Approximate~y three-fourths of the teachers would like to own slide 
sets so they could be referred .to by individual students whenever neces-
sary. Three teachers did not wish to own slide sets, and two were 
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undecided. Many teachers have to check out projectors from a central 
location, and with this arrangement it may not be practical for students 
to use slides individually. As the trend tbward individual instruction 
becomes more widespread, facilities for use by individual students may 
be incorporated into many'of these alassrooms. 
Three-fourths Qf the teachers plan to use slides in their future 
teaching. One-eighth do not plan to use slides again, and one-eighth 
are undecided. Those who do expect to use slides again plan to use 
them for: (1) motivating students in high school and adult classes, 
(2) simplifying presentation of construction processes, (3) clarifying 
.. 
points made in lecture and dis~ussion, and (4) affording experiences 
which are unavailable to students in certain localities. 
Methods by which teachers prefer to obtain slides may be seen in 
Table VII. Slightly more than half of the teachers would like to borrow 
slide sets from a central loca~ion such as a university audiovisual 
center. About one-third expressed a desire t.o develop slide sets of 
their own, and $lightly more than one-third preferred to purchase com-
mercial slid,e sets. Sqme teachers checked more than one method, indi-
eating that they would like to obtain slide sets in more than one way. 
Comments of teachers indicated that t;:hey appreciated having the 
opportunity of using the slides, that the two sets were quite adequate 
for the purpose for which they were designed, and that;: the project in-
spired them to find uses for slides in teaching their home economics 
classes, 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY-FOUR TEACHERS REGARDI~G PREFERRED 
METHOD OF OBTAINING SLIDES 
Method N 
To develop your own sets 8 
To buy commerical sets 9 
To borrow from a.central location 14 
Note: Percentages total more than. 100% because some teachers 
preferred to use some of each. 
Transparencies 
43 
% 
33 
38 
58 
A set of transparencies was developed in each subject matter area 
included in the study. One of the sets, "Kitchen Safety," was hand 
made using original ideas. Stick figure drawings were made with nylon-
tipped pens and colored with aqhesive-backed color film, The intro-
ductory transparency featured a picture of a kitchen which had been 
taken from a magazine by the color-lift process with the caption, 
"Kitchen Safety." The following safety rules were portrayed on .the 
transparencies: 
1. Put out grease fires with lid. 
2. Always close cabinet doors. 
3. Use sturdy step stool to reach high shelves. 
4. Clean up spills immediately. 
5. Learn to use fire extinguisher and first aid kit, 
The other two sets were made from commercial printed masters by 
the heat transfer process. The set developed for the area of clothing 
consisted of four transparencies showing steps in sewing on buttons, 
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hooks and eyes, and .snaps. The tran.sparencies were black line drawings 
on clear film. 
The child care set i::onsisted of eight transparencies show;i.ng types 
of toys according to their function. · The following types were featured; 
(1) large-muscle, (2) small-muscle, (3) crei:itive, (4) sensory, (5) role~ 
playing, (6) initiative, and (7) educational. Since the emphasis was 
on the toys, eE1-ch of the toys in the vi.suals was colored with adhesive-
backed color film. 
Idea sheets were developed to a.ccompany each s.et of transparencie~. 
The idea sheet gave an explanation of the concepts portrayed on the 
visuals and suggestions fqr wa.ys the transparencies could be used by 
the teacher. 
A letter was sent to all participants in the study describing the 
three sets of·transparencies. A form was furnished for those teachers 
wishing to use one or more of the sets to indicate their first and 
second preference of dates on which to use the transp&rencies. Twenty-
three requests for trcmsparencies were received. Due to the difficulty 
in scheduling during the limited time <;1vailable, only nineteen teachers 
were able to use and evalµate the transparencies. A copy of the evalu-
ation sheet may be found in Appendix B, page 89. Results of the evalu-
ation follow. 
"Kitchen Safety" was used by five teachers, "Sewing on Buttons" 
by four, and "Kinds of Toys" by ten teachers. The grade levels fo:rr 
which the teachers believed the tran13parencies to be appropriate may be 
seen in Table VI:U. Moc1t of the teachers believed the transparencies 
were appropriate fol'.' more thap one grade· level. "Kitchen Safety" re-
ceived an equal rating for grades eight through twelve. "Sewing on 
Transparencies 
Kitchen Safety (N=5) 
Sewing on Buttons {N=4) 
Kinds of Toys (N=lO) 
TABLE VIII 
OPINIONS OF TEACHERS USING TRANSPARENCIES REGARDING 
APPROPRIATE GRADE LEVEL OR LEVELS 
Grade Level 
8 9 10 
N % N % N % 
3 60 3 60 3 60 
3 75 3 75 2 50 
1 10 8 80 10 100 
11 
N % N 
3 60 3 
0 0 0 
3 3-0 3 
Note: Percentages total more than 100% because many teachers believed the transparencies were 
appropriate for more than one grade level. . · 
12 
% 
60 
0 
30 
.i:,-
v, 
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Buttons" was rated appropriate for the eighth, ninth, and tenth grades. 
All of the teachers believed that "Kinds of Toy~" was appropriate for 
the tenth grade, and all but two believed it was aho appropriate for 
the ninth grade. One teacher felt it wa~ appropriate for the eighth 
grade, and three felt it was appropri,ate for the eleventh and twelfth 
grades. In the upper grade$, the transparencies were used primarily for 
the purpose of review. 
All of the teachers believed the information on the transparencies 
was correct and accurate and that the transparencies contributed to 
more effective learning (Table lX), One teacher stated that the trans-
parencies helped students form .meaningful generalizations, and three 
teachers felt that learning was more effective becam=ie the sense of 
sight was utilized in addition to the sense of hearing. 
Is 
Do 
the 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSES OF NINETEEN TEACHERS TO GENERAL 
QUESTIONS REGARDING TRANSPARENCIES 
Question Yes N % 
information correct and accurate? 19 100 
you.believe the transparenc;ies 
contributed to more effective learning? 19 100 
No 
N 
0 
0 
% 
0 
0 
Table X presents the preferences of teachera in regard to the meth-
od of obtaining transparencies. If cost were no object, three-fourths 
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of· the teachers woul.d prefer to purchase commercial color transparencies, . 
while only one .... fourth would prefer to make their own, either by hand or, 
from purchased masters. When cost was.considered, slightly over half 
preferred both methods of making their own, while only about,one-tenth 
favored purchasing commercial color transparencies. One teiacher stated 
that although she would pre;fer the commercial. ones, she knew that she 
WOllld be using hand made trapsparencies because of .the cost of commer-
cial materials. 
Teachers listed the following as.important contributions which the· 
use of transparencies can make to the teai;hing of home economics: (1) 
supplement the textbooks, (2) create interest, mot;ivate students, and 
:j.nspire discussion, (3) add ~mphas:Ls to a. lecture o:r discussion, (4) 
clarify procedures in a demonstration, and (5) provide a quick review. 
1:'ABLE X 
RESPONSES OF NINETEEN TEACHERS REGARDING PREFERRED 
METHOD.OF OB'l'AINING TRANSPARENCIES 
Method 
If cost were no object; 
(c;1) Hand-make your own 
(b) Make from purchased masters 
(c) Purchase commercial transparencies 
Considering cost of the method: 
(a) Band-make your .. own 
(b) Make from purchased masters 
(c·, Furchase commercial transparenci~s 
N 
4 
4 
14 
10 
11 
2 
Note: Percentages tot~l more than 100% becai.ise several teachers 
preferred to use.two different methods of obtaining 
transparencies. 
% 
21 
21 
74 
53 
58 
11 
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In general, the comments made about the transparencies were favor-
able. Some teachers stated that the ideas presented by the transparen-
cies inspired them to use adaptations in crea.ting transparencies of 
their own. One teacher who teaches out-of-school youth, including some 
who do not speak English fluently, felt the transparencies assisted in 
overcoming barriers in communication by using pictures to e~plain a 
point, rather than words. 
Programed J;nstruction 
Three short samples of programed instruc;tion materials were de-
veloped for teachers to try out with their classes or to use as a pat-
tern if they wished to develop programs of their own. Two of the 
programs, "Abbreviations Used in Food.Service" and "Transferring Pat-
tern Markings," featured linear programiq.g. The third program, ''Rules 
for Pinning a Pattern Piece to the Fabric for Cutting," featured in-
trinsic; or branching, programing. 
"Abbreviat;i.ops Used in Food Service" consisted of seventy-seven 
frames designed to teach abbreviations for seventeen terms: teaspoon, 
tablespoon, cup, ounce, pound, pint, quart, gal,lon, peck, bushel, dozen, 
bunch, package, crate, barrel, edible portion, and as purchased. 
"Transferr:i,ng Pattern Markings" consisted of forty-four frames 
which presented advantag(;)s, disadvantages, and uses of four methods of. 
transferring pattern markings to the fabric: (1) tracing wheel and 
trac:l,.ng carbon, (2) tailor's tacks, (3) small snips, and (4) pins. 
"Rules for Pinning a Pattern Piece to the Fabric for Cutting" con-
sisted of four main frames and fourteen branching frames. The program 
presented thr~e rules for pinning a pattern piece to the fabric: 
L Place the pins perpendicularly to the edge of the pattern. 
2. Place pins at the seam line on the pattern pieceo 
3o Use an appropriate number of pins for each pattern pieceo 
Several reasons for each of the rules were included. 
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A letter was sent to the participants in the study briefly describ-
ing the three programs. A form was furnished for teachers who wished 
to use the programs to indicate the number needed. Seventeen teachers 
requested programs; six requested two different programs, and eleven 
requested all threeo A total of 1,176 programs were requested. Because 
of the amount of time and expense involved in reproducing and mailing 
the programs, it was impractical to send this number, so each teacher 
was sent half the number she requestedo The suggestion was made that 
teachers use answer sheets with the programs so that each program could 
be used more than onceo All seventeen teacher completed evaluation 
sheets (Appendix B, page 90) after using the programed materialso Re-
sults of the evaluation followo 
"Transferring Pattern Markings" was used by fifteen teachers, 
"Rules for Pinning a Pattern Piece" by fourteen teachers, and "Abbrevi-
ations Used in Food Service" by nine teacherso The majority of teachers 
believed all three programs were most suitable at the ninth grade level; 
however, teachers who taught eighth grade_ home economics classes also 
believed they were suitable for the eighth gradeo Some teachers found 
the programs appropriate in the tenth and eleventh grades, but here 
they were used primarily for review. Only two teachers believed the 
programs were appropriate for the twelfth grade (Table XI). 
Students and teachers were about equally divided in their prefer-
ences for one type programing over the other (Table XII), One teacher 
stated that she liked both types equally as well, and another indicate<l 
TABLE XI 
OPINI-ONS OF TEACHERS USING PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION MATERIALS REGARDING 
APPROPRIATE GRADE LEVEL OR LEVELS 
Grade Level 
Program 8 9 10 11 N % N . % N % N % 
Transferring Pattern 
Markings (N=15) 4 27 11 73 7 47 3 20 
Rules for_pinning.a 
Pattern Piece (N=l4) 6 43 11 79 5 36 2 14 
Abbreviations Used in 
Food Service (N=9) 3 33 7 78 4 44 2 22 
Note: Percentages total more than 100% because many teachers believed the programs were 
appropriate for more than one grade level. 
12 
N 
1 
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1 
% 
7 
0 
11 
Ln 
0 
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that ha.l,f her students pre{erred the l:lnear type, while the other half 
preferred branching. 
l'eaoher 
Students 
TABLE XII·. 
RESPONSES OF SEVENTEEN TEACHERS REGARDING 
TYPE OF PROGRAM PREFERRED 
Linear . Branching 
N . % N % 
7 41 6 35 
5 29 6 35 
No Opportunity 
to Observe 
N % 
3 18 
5 29 
Note: Percentages do not total 100% because one teacher haq. no 
preference and another stated that half her class preferred 
linear whil~ the other half pre1;erred.branching. 
Table XIII presents op:1,.nions of teachers about the programed mate-
rials. All but one of the .teachers believed the information in the 
program was correct and accurate. The one who checked "no'' stated that 
she had been taught to place pins toward the outside of the pattern 
rather thian toward the inside as pictured in the program. This indi-. 
cates a problem in programing specific techniques used in clothing con-
struction. Every teacher prefers certain methods of construction and 
authorities recognize many acceptable techniques. This is an induce-
ment for teachers to prepare their qwn materials, µniq1Jely tailored to 
their situation. 
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TABLE XIII 
RESPONSESOF SEVENTEEN TEACH~RS TO GENERAL QUESTIONS 
REGARDING PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
Question 
Is the information in the program 
correct and accurate? 
Yes 
N % 
16 94 
No 
N % 
1 6 
Are there any words in the prograiµs 
which the students had difficulty 
understanding? 0 0 17 100 
Do you believe the students.learned 
the material in the program? 
Do you plan to use programed 
instruction again in your 
teaching? 
16 
16 
94 
94 
1 .6 
1 6 
None of the sevepteen teachers indicated that the students had dif-
ficulty with any of the words 4sed in the program, and all l;>Ut one of 
the teachers believed the students learned the material in the programs. 
Their opinions were based on tests, discussion~ and observation of con-
struction practices. The teacher who indicated that her students did 
not lea,rn the material stated that they did not follow the instructions 
in their construe ti.on practices. 
All but one of the teachers stated that they planned to use pro-
gramed instruction again in their tt;laching if it were available. The 
reasons given for this were: (1) it saves teacher time, (2) it makes 
learning more effective by requiring student participation in the learn-. 
ing process, and (3) it allows students to progress at their own rate, 
The one teacher who did not plan tO use programed instruction in the 
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fu,tu:re stated as t;he rea.s6n the fact that "the course is not; being 
offered neJl'.t year." 'rhis wou,ld seetn to indicate that she was referring 
to the specific programs developed in this project, rather than to pro-
gramed instruction in general. 
If a large unit of material were to be programed, almost nine-
tenths o;f the teachers preferred several short programs, each present-
ing a small amou~t · of material, to c;me long. program covering all the 
material in the unit (Table XIV). This would allow studEmts or te,achers 
to pull out one small part for reference or for review. 
TABLE XIV 
R!i:SPON$E'S OF SEVENTEEN TEACHERS REGARDING 
PREFERRED LENG'lll OF PROGRAMS 
Description 
One long program covering all material in the unit 
Several short programs, each presenting a small 
amount of material 
N 
2 
15 
% 
12 
88 
One-third of the teachers expr~ssed an interest in developing their 
own programs, while three~fourths .wished to purchase commercial pro-
grams. Two of the teachers checked both because they preferred to use 
some of each (Table XV). Several teachers were cognizant of the amount 
of ·time required in developing a program and indicated that there was 
no time available for full-time teachers to develop programs of their 
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own. They expressed a desire fo1:; a greater variet;y- of conunercial p:r;-o-
grams than at;'e available at the present time, 
TABL;E XV 
RESPONSES OF SEVENTEEN TEACHERS REGARDING PREFERRED 
METHOD OF OBTAIN.ING PROGM}iS 
Method N 
To develop your own programs 6 
To purchase commercial programs 13 
Note: Percentages total more .than 100% beca1,1se two of the 
teachers preferred to use some.of each. 
Several other suggestion$ were offered. One teacher suggested 
that colored illustrations would make the programs more interesting. 
Adding color and artwork, of course, would add intet"est; but it would 
also add a great deal to the cost of teacher,.-prepared programs. Com-
% 
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mercially prepared programs have the advantage of color and professional 
art work. 
Another teacher suggested that more instruction was needed in when 
and how to use programed instruction most effectively. This idea might 
suggest a. possible topic for an in-service traip.ing program. Several 
of the teachers indicated that programed instruction was an inte:i;-esting 
part of the project and expressed a desire to lec;1rn more about this 
method of tea~hirtg. 
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Summary 
Chapter III has presented the development and use of audiovisual 
guidelines and sample au4ipvisual materials. The guidelines were b~H,ed 
on ideas obtained from a questionnaire which was sent to home economics 
teachers in O~lahoma. The guidelines contained ideas for developing 
sl:i,de sets, trarispa'.l;'encies, programed inshuct;i.on, and 8ltllll ml)tion pic-
tures and suggestions for use of the materiali,; in home economics 
classes. 
Sample slide sets, transparencies, and programea.~nstruction mate-. 
rials were developed for teachers to use during the year. No 8mm films 
were developed because only a very small percentage of the teachers had 
access to a projectof for ehowing them. A short section of the guide-
lines was devoted to 8mmmotion pictures because of the increasing im-
portance of Bmm film in education. 
Thirty-six dif~erent teachets requested sample materials to use 
witlh their classes. Four of the teachers used all three types, twelve 
used twp types, and twenty teachers used only one type. ·This would· 
seem to·indic.ate that not all teachers prefer t;he same type of materials 
and/or that not all teachers have eq\lipment for using all types of mate-
rials. Sin<;:e the sample materials were available only during the 
spr-ing semester, some of the. teachers would not have been teaching units 
in which the specific materials could be used. 
Most of the comments on the evaluation sheets were favorable in 
regard to the sample audiovisual materials. A large percentage of the 
teachers plan to use more aud:tovisual materials in their teaching in 
the future at1d several expressed a desire to c;Ievelop spme materials of 
their own. 
CHAPTER rv 
EVALUATION OF GUIDELINES AND PROJECT 
One aspect of the study was the evaluation of the materials de-
veloped by the writer and usedby teachers who participated in the 
study. Results of the evaluation of the gu;i.delines and the project as 
a whole are presented in Chapter IV. 
Evalqation of Guidelines 
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the tentative guidelines 
developed in the study, a final qu,estionnaire was developed and sent to 
the s;i.xty-seven teachers who were pa-rticipating in the project. Part I 
of the questionnaire dealt with evaluation of the project as a whole 
and Part U dealt with evaluation of the guidelines on audiovisual in-
struction in home economics. A copy of the questionnaire miay.be seen 
in Appendix A, pa~e 84. Three-fourths of the teachers returned the 
final questionnaire. The evaluation of the guidelines and the project 
is based on their responses, 
The guidelines were organized into six sections: (1) Introdu~tion, 
(2) Slides, (3) Transparenciei;, (4) Programed Instruction, (5) 8mm 
Motion Pictures, and (6) Commercially Prepared Materials. 
Results of the evaluation of the introduction may be seen in Table 
XVI. Forty-five of the fffty treachers who ');'eturned the final question-
naire completed Part II, the part of the questionnaire designed to 
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evaluate the guidelines. All forty-five believed that the introduction 
was adequate in acquainting the reader with audiovisual instruction and 
that the material was easy to understand. 
In 
TABLE XVI 
EVALUATION OF "INTRO])UC'l'ION" SECTION OF GUIDELINES 
BY FIFTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Question N 
acquainting the reader with audiovisual 
instruction, the introduction was: 
In 
(a) adequate 45 
(b) inadequate 0 
ease of understanding, the material was: 
(a) easy 45 
(b) dif ficu;J.t 0 
Note: Five teachers did not complete this section of the 
questionnaire. 
% 
90 
0 
90 
0 
Approximately one-third of the teachers made additional comments 
such as interesting, informative, and belpful. One teacher suggested 
that the introduction offered a challenge to teachers to update their 
teaching methods. Another felt it stimulated teachers who had not used 
many audiovisual materials to try them with their classes. Although 
the introduction was only five and one-half pages in length, two teach-
ers stated that they would h;;ive liked for it to be shorter, and one of 
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them suggested a "summary'' fo:r;m. On the whole, however, comments were 
favorable, and the evalqation of the intrqduction revealed thiat it had 
achieved the purposes for which it had been written, i.e., to acquaint 
teachers with audiovisual instruction, apd to eqcourage them to use 
audiovisual materials in their classes. 
The evaluation of the four sections of the guidelines dealing with 
specific types of audiovisual materials may be seen in !able XVII. 
Total percentages vary because teachers rated only those chapters which 
they actually used,. The largest percentages.by far in every category 
of the four sectione; are in·the "Adequate Information -·Easily Under-
stood" column. It would have been most beneficial if the teachers who 
found certain i;;ections difficult to understand or inadequate had given 
specific suggestions for improvement, but the largest percentage of. 
specific comments came from teachers who felt the mater;i.al was adequate 
and easily understood. 
The material in the ''Slides" section was used by more than half of 
the teachers who completed the final questionnaire. Of the eight teach-
ers who indicated that any part of the material was dHficult to under-. 
stand or inadequate, only one made any.comment whatsoever. Her comment. 
was that she felt unsure of herself because of lack of·experience with 
photography. 
Approximately one-half of the teachers indicated that they had 
used the section on "Transparencies." Only three teachers checked 
"difficult" or "in&dequate" for any part of the material in this sec ... 
tion, and not one of them made any comments •. 
More th;in one-half of the teachers used the first two parts of the 
section on ''Programed Instruction," and about one-fourth of the teachers 
TABLE XVII 
EVAI,.UAl'ION OF SECTIONS OF GUIDELINES DEALING WITH SPECIFIC 
iYPES OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL$ BY f!FTY 
HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Aa Db 
Section N % N % N 
Slides: 
(a) Explanation of medium 32 · 64 2 4 0 
(b) Use in teaching 28 56 1 2 1 
(c) Development of materials 24 48 4 8 0 
Transparenc;i..es: 
(a) Explanation of medium 28 56 0 0 0 
(b) Vse in teaC!hing 2,3 46 1 2 1 
(c) Development of materials 24 48 1 2 0 
Programed Instruction: 
(a) Explanation of medium 32 64 2 4 0 
(b) Ui:;e in teaching 27 54 2 4 1 
(c) Development of materials 18 36 5 10 2 
Smm Motion Pictures: 
(a) Explanat;i..on of medium 21 42 0 0 0 
(b) Use in teaching 15 30 0 0 2 
(c) Development of materials 13 26 2 4 2 
a Adequate· informat;i..on, easily understood 
b Adequate information, diff:j;cult to understand 
cinadequate information 
Note: Total percentages vary·because teachers evaluated only 
those sections which·they actually used. 
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% 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
Li 
4 
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used the last part; Teachers indicating difficulty in understanding or 
inadequacy of material in this sec;:tion commented that since programed 
instruction was completely "11ew11 to them they needed more information. 
Since programed instruction is actually a .method of teaching, rather 
than a supplement to teaching, it requires study in depth for under-
standing. This section probably should have included a list of refer-
ences for those teachers who were interested in learning more about 
programed instruction and who have the time to develop programs of their 
own. 
Fewer teachei;s used the section on 8mm motion pictures. This may 
be partly due to the fact that very few of them had equipment for de-
velopment or use of these materials. Because of the unavailability of 
equipment among the teachers, this section was shorter than the rest. 
lt was designed primar:i,ly to acquaint teachers. with this new medium of 
instruction which may offer many possibilities for home economics in 
the near future, The six tea.chers who indicated that certain sections 
were difficult to understand or inadequate suggested that since th:i,s 
was a new medium and teachers were unfamiliar with it, more information 
was needed. One teacher, however, cqmmented that she felt 8mm motion 
pictures were "more familiar" than the other media because of her exper-
ience with 16nnn motion pictures. 
Most.of the comments about the material in these four sections were 
very favorable. Comments such as well-planned, good examples, inform-
ative and inspirational, interesting and helpful were frequent. One 
teacher stated that she especially appreciated the section on "Slides" 
because she owned a "little used" slide camera, which she is now inter-
ested in using. 
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Evaluation o! the "Commercially Prepared Materials" section may be 
seen in Table XVIII. Three-fourtha of the teachers believed the section 
was adeq1,1ate, slightly under one-tenth felt the section was inadequate, 
and the remaining teachers neglected to complete this section. Two of 
the teachers who checked "inadequate'' suggested including the price of 
the materials. Prices were not included in the guidelines because the 
price of mat;erials changes frequently~ A third teacher wanted all sub.-. 
ject matter areas of home economics included, but since this project 
was limited tc;i three subject matter areas, this was l;>eyond the scope of. 
the study. 
TABLE XVJII 
EVALUATION OF "COMMERCIALLY PREPARED MA'l'ERIALS" 
SECTION OF GUIDELINES BY FIFTY 
. HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Question 
The materials listed in this section were: 
(a) adequate 
(b) inadequate 
N 
38 
4 
Note: Eight teachers did not complete this section of the 
questionnaire. 
Teachers were asked to list titles and producers of any commer-
cially prepared materials which they believed should be added to the 
list, The following materials were listed: (.:!.) "Baby Care" -
% 
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Johnson & Johnson, and (2) "Your Silhouette Is Showing" - Simplicity. 
Teachers were also asked to provide a description of audiovisual 
materials which they had developed during the year. More teache-rs de-
scribed transparencies than any other type of materials. Three teachers 
developed transparencies on job orientation, an¢ two developed trans-
parencies on the study of meats. Two teachers developecl transparencies 
on clothing construction, utiliz;i.ng ideas from "How to" sheets in dress 
patterns., 
Transparencies were also developed in the area of housing, includ-
ing period styles of furniture, window t;reatments, floor plans, and 
room arrangements. One teacher developed transparencies to illustrate 
the art principles. Another teacher used color-lifts from magazines to 
illustrate uses of color and design in houses. One teacher developed 
programed instruction materials on weights and measures, while another 
developed a sµper 8 motion picture on a unique method of making sand-
wiches in a restaurant. 
In general, teachers seemed to be pleased with the information in-
cluded in the guidelines. One teacher commented, "A very excellent 
coverage of the subject. The material seems quite complete and to the 
point without an unnecessary amount of reading for a busy teacher." 
Many teachers noted that they planned to use the guidelines in develop-
ing audiovisual materials for their classes next year. 
Evaluation. of the Project 
Several questions designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
project in encouraging teachers to use audiovisual instruction in their 
home economics c::\.asses were included in the final questionnaire. Types 
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of audiovisual materials used during the year l:>y.the fifty teachers who 
returned their questionnaires may pe seen in Table XIX. 
About two-fifths of the teachers used commercially prepared slides, 
and almost one-third used the slides prepared as a part of this project. 
Only two teachers used·slide13 which they had prepared themselves. Much 
time is required in the development of a sl.ide series, and some of the 
teachers indicated that they planned to deve;l.op slide sets dur:i,.ng the 
period of extended employment in the summer. 
TA8LE XIX 
TYPES.OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS USED BY FIFTY HOME 
ECONOMICS TEACl!ERS PURING THE 1967-68 
SCHOOL YEAR 
Prepared as a 
Commercially Teacher Part of this 
Materials Pre:eared Pre:eared Project 
N % N % N % 
Slides 20 40 2 4 15 30 
Transparencies 25 50 24 48 13 26 
Programed Instrµction 15 30 3 6 20 40 
8mm Motion Pictures 13 26 1 2 0 0 
Thirty-one different teachers used slides during the year. This 
represents sixty-two per cent of the.teachers returning their final 
questionnaires. A comparison.of this with responses from the first 
questionnaire (Table I, page 29) shows an increase of seven.per cent in 
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the.number of teachers using slides in their classes. 
One-half of the teachers used commercial and teacher-made trans-
·parencies, and about one-fourth used transparencies prepared·as·a part 
of this project, thirty-five different teachers (70%) used transpar-
encies during the year. This represents a decrease of two pe)'." cent 
from the first questionnaire. This apparent decrease might be accounted 
for by the fact that lllany of the seventeen teachers who returned·the 
first questionnaire but not the second may hiive used transparencies 
prior to 1967-68. 
More teachers used programed instruction materials prepared as a 
part of this project than any other type, however, almost one-third used 
commercially prepared programs. Only a sma:U percentage (6%) used pro ... 
grams they had developed themselvel;l. Thirty-one different teachers 
(62%) ui;ed. programed instruction durin~ .the year. This. is twice the 
percentage of teachers who had used programed instruction prior to this 
year (Table I, page 29}. 
The.numberof teachers using 8mm motion pictures has all;lo in-
creased. Fourteen different teachers (28%) indicated that they had 
used 8mm motion pictures during the year. A compi:irison with the number 
of teachers who had used 8mm motion pictures prior to this year shows 
an increase of ten per cent. All but one of the teachers using 8mm 
motion pictures used commercial meterials. O~e teacher used a movie 
she had prepared herself, 
Although few materials used during the year were teacher prepared, 
many teachers·indicated that they intended to develop materials for 
their classes duri.ng·the summer. Several of them have asked for summer 
school courses or extensio11- classes in the development of audiovisuc;tl 
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materials~ Whether the guidelines.gave teachers enough infonnation to 
actually produce ~terials of their own or not, an interest in audio-
visual.instruction seems to have been stimulated. Interest is necessar-
ily a first step in finding ways to use audiov;l.sual instruction effec-
tively in the classroom. 
A listing of the materials and equipment used by the teachers for 
the first time during the 1967-68 school year might give some indica-
tion of the motivation afforded teachers by the project. Materials ui:1ed 
for the first .time during- tp.e year may be seen in Table xx. 
Almost half of the teachers used programed instruction for the 
first time during the year. The short programs developed as a part of 
this project gave many of them their first experiences with programed 
instruct,ion. 
About one-fourth of the teachers used transparencies for the first 
time during the year. Three teachers stated that the project had in-
spireq. them to request an overheqd projector so that they would be able 
to use transparencies in their teaching. More teachers had used trans-
parencies prior to this year than any of the other three media (Table 
I, page 29 ) , so the "one-fourth" probably represents a very large pro-
portion of those who hadnot used transparencies previously. 
Approximately one-sixth of the teachers used slides for the first 
time during the year. Slightly more than half of the teachers in the 
study had used slides previously. Several teachers noted that the 
classrooms they used could not be darkened, and that it was impossi,ble 
to use slides unless. they moved to another room, · Because of this in-
convenience, it is doubtful whether a much larger percentage than are 
now using sl,ides will do so in the near future. Slides may be used for 
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individual. or very small group instruction in a lighted room. Rear-
view p:i:-ojection also allows for viewing in.a lighted .room. As teachers 
find ways for using slides in this manner, the percentage using slides 
may increase. 
TABLE XX 
MATERIALS USED FOR TH~ FIRST TIME DURING THE. 1967-68 
SCHOOL YEAR BY FIFTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Materials N % 
Programed Instruction 21 42 
Transparencies 12 24 
Slides 9 18 
8mm Motion Pictures 1 2 
Only one teacher used 8mm motion pictures for the first time this 
year. Since the developm1=nt of this medium is more recent than the 
other three, use of it will probably increase substantially during the 
next few years. An increasing n1,1mber of 8tl)I11. motion pictures are ap-, 
pearing on the market, and schc,iols are gradually acquiring equipment 
for use of these films. 
The one·teacher who used 8mm motion pictures :l;or the first time 
had a student make a short movie of a food preparation process for a 
class demonstration, contrastiµg commercial food preparation with food 
preparation in the home, As teachers become more familiar with the 
potential of 8mm film in home economics, many more ideas may be 
utilized. 
Equipment acquired and equipment used for the firat t:ime during 
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the year may be seen in Table XXI. Several pieces of aud:i,ovisual equip-
ment were acqu:i.red. More than half of the new equipment was for the 
use and development of transparenc:i,es. Slightly .more than one-third of 
the schools acqu;i.red overhead projectors. About one-fifth of the 
schools ad.ded either a heat transfer cop:Ler or a photo-reflex copier 
for making transparencies erom masters. The large quantity of equip-
ment acquired to as.sis t in the use of transparencies would seem to. in-
dicate the popular:i.ty of and familiarity with the medium. Perhaps 
teachers have also found that the overhead system is an effective. method 
of instruct.ion. 
Programed textbooks, slide projectors, and 8mm projectors were 
added by about one-eighth of the .schools. One school acquired a slide 
camera and another a rear-view projector. I11dications point toward 
addition of more of these types of materials in the future. 
The piece of equipment used for the first tim~ by the greatest 
number of teachers was the overhead projector. One-sixth of the teach-
ers used the overhead projector for the first time. Three teachers used 
a slide projector and two used·the heat transfer copier for the first 
time. The photo~reflex copier, super 8 projector, rear-view projector, 
and slide camera were each used for the first time by one teacher. 
This represents a total of seventeen teachers (34%) using some piece of 
audiovi.sual equ:i.pment for the first time during the year. 
TABLE XX! 
EQUIPMENT ACQU;J:RED AND EQUIPMENT USED FOR TUE FIRST 
· TIME DURING TH~ 1967-68 SCHOOL YEAR BY 
FIFTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Equipment; 
Equipment acquired during the year: 
(a) Overhead projector 
(b) Heat transfer copier 
(c) Programed text.books 
(d) Slide projector 
(e) Photo-reflex copie.r 
(f) Smm motion picture projector 
(g) Super 8 projector 
(h) Slide camera 
(i) Rear-view projector 
Equipment used for the first time during the year: 
(a) Overhead projector 
(b) Slide projector 
(c) Heat transfer copier 
(d) Photo-reflex c;:opier 
(e) Super 8 projector 
(f) Rear-view projector 
(g) Slide camera 
N 
18 
6 
6 
6. 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
8 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
68 
% 
36 
12 
12 
12 
10 
8 
4 
2 
2 
16 
6 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Purposes for which audiovisual materials were used during the year 
may be seen in Table XXIL Th~ purposes checked for using audiovisual 
instruction during the year were much the same as the purposes for which 
audiovisual materials had been used priQr to the year 1967-68 (Table I, 
page 29). Motivation was at th,e top of the list with about seven~ 
eighth!:i of the teachers using audio'l'isual mat~ri.als for this purpose, 
Small group instruction, which was not listed on the first question-
na.ire but was writ ten in by some of the teachers, was checked by approx-
imately two-thirds of the teachers on the final questionnaire. Almost 
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two~thirds used audiovisual materials for large group.instruction dur-
ing the year as compared with three-fourths prior to this year. Ap-
proximately the same per cent (40%) t,tsed audiovisual materials for 
evaluation during the year as previously. Three teachers staued that 
they used audiovisual instruct;i.on for "review and emphaeis" and two . 
noted that they had used it with "adult classes." 
TABLE XXII 
PURPOSES OF FIFTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACEERS FOR USING 
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS DURING THE 
1967-68 SCHOOL YEAR 
Purpose· N 
Motivation 42 
Small group instruction 34 
Large group instruction 31 
Evaluation 20 
Other .5 
% 
84 
68 
62 
40 
10 
The similarity of the responses of the teachers regarding purposes 
for using audiovisual instruction on the first and on the final ques-
tionnaire would seem to indicate that the guidelines had very little, 
if any, influence on purposes for which audiovisual instruction was 
used in the classroom. A longer list of pu:i;-poses could have yielded 
different information, but too long a list could have disco~raged some 
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teachers from answering the question. 
The ways teachers.felt the project was of value to them, may be 
seen in Table XXIII. The valµe checked by.the greatest number of teach-
ers (three-fourths) was "increased interest in audiovisual instruction." 
Many of. the teachers. added a note to the qt,1estionnaire stating that 
they had developed an interest in at.1diovisual instructi,on and·that·they 
hoped to have an oppoi;-tunity to learn more about it in the near future. 
TABLE XXIII 
VALUE OF PARTICIPATION IN THE PROJECT AS RATED 
BY FIFTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
Value 
Increased :i..nterest in audiovisual instruct.ion 
Encouraged trying new methoq.s or materials 
Brought up-to-date information on recent 
developments in audiovisu~l instruction 
Provided guidelines for future.use of audio-
visual instruction 
Provided actual audiovisual materials for use 
with classes 
Others 
N 
38 
35 
33 
32 
30 
1 
Slightly more than two"."'thirds of the teachers were encouraged to 
try new methods or materials. One teac;her noted that the project had 
"proved to open an c;tvenue of thinking along the lines of audiovieual 
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materials which could be used by·the busy teacher," Another wrote, 
"The proje~t has sparked enthusia~m in me for developing mote materials 
for use in my classroom." A third teacher noted that "the materials 
have encouraged me to attempt to .develop some programed.instruction 
materials," 
Approx:lmately two-thirds believed the project brought them up-to-. 
date on recent developments in audiovisual instruction. One teacher 
noted that the project was worthwhile because "teachers al;'e too heavily 
loaded to even be fully informed about audiovisual materials." Another 
teacher commented that the project had been beneficial in acquainting 
her with "new materials and ideas.'·' 
Almost two-thirds felt the project provided guidelines for future 
use of audiovisual instructi.on. Several teachers stated that during 
the summer they planned to use the guidelines to assist them in develop-
ing materials for their classes next fall. One teacher expressed her 
plans for keeping the material for reference purposes and adding new 
materials on audiovisual instruction as they become available. 
Slightly more than one-half of the teachers indicated that the 
project provided actual materials for use with their classes. It might 
be desirable if the materials developed could be made available for 
teachers to check out and use with their classes again in the future. 
In fact, one teacher has already sent in a request to use the slide set 
on zipper application next September 30. 
The teac;he'<! who checked ''other" values of participation in. the 
project noted that if ;i.t had not been for the project she wot.1.ld not 
have asked for.the overhead projector which she received just a few 
days before returning the final questionnaire. She expressed a desire 
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to begin using it immediately. 
Many of the teachers actually expressed their thanks for the oppor-
tun;tty of being a participant in.the project. So many of them have 
requested summer or extension courses in.the development of .audiovisual 
materials that an extension course in this area is being considered for 
the fall semester. 
Summary 
Chapter IV has presented the results of the evaluation of the 
guidelines and the project. The final questionnaire on which the eval-
uation was based was sent to the si}l:ty-seven part:i,cipants in the project 
and was returned by three-fourths of them. 
A large percentAge of the teachers believed the guidelines were 
adequate and easily understood. Many expressed appreciation for the, in-
formation on audiovisual instruction and for the opportunity to partici-
pate in the project. 
Several teachers expressed the feeling that there was a lack of 
time for teachers to prepare their own materials. They would like to 
have more and better commer~ial materials developed. Many of the teach-
ers expressed a desire for more training in development and use of 
audiovisual materials. 
CWTER V 
S~RY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, ANP IMPLICAlIONS 
This study was designed to acquaint home economics teachers with 
selected types .of audiovisual materials and to provide information 
which would assist the teachers in develop:l,.ng audiovisual materials of· 
their own. Opjectives of the study were: · (1) to determine types of 
audiovisual materials and equipment currently being used by secondary 
teachers of·hollle economics in Oklahoma an<;l to locate areas in which 
assistance :i,.s needed and desired; (2) to set up tentative guidelines 
for development and.use· of audiovisual materials and. to develop saml>le 
audiovisual materials illustrating ideas pres;ented in the gu:i.<;lelines, 
(3) to evaluate the tentative guidelines and aµdiovisual materials used 
in the study, and (4) to make recommendations for revision of the guide-
lines and audiovisual materials in accordance with the evaluation of 
the tentative materials. 
A review was made of literature relevant to the study and a need 
for the study was substantiated. A questionnaire was developed and 
sent to the seventy-eight Oklahoma hpme economics teachers who eithel'.' 
teach gainful employment classes or cooperate with Oklahoma State Uni-
versity in the student teaching program. A total of sixty-seven teach-
ers returned the questionnaire indicating a desire .to participate in 
the project. 
Guidel;lnes for development and use of audiovisual materia:)..s in 
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home economics were developed on the basis of responses to the question-
naire. The guidelines were sent to all participating teachers. early in 
the fall semester, 1967~68. Sample audiovisual materials were develop-, 
ed to illustrate ideas presente~ in the guidelines. Throughout the 
spring semester the sample materials were used and evaluated by partic~ 
ipating teachers. 
In April, the teachers were sent a final questionnaire for evalua-
tion of the guidel:i.nes and the project as a whole. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were delineated from the data. 
1. 'Xhe home economics teachers who participated in the study used 
a variety of audiovisual materials, and most of the teachers indicated 
an interest in learning more about use and development of audiovisual 
materials. 
2. The guidelines developed in the study seemed to be adequate 
and helpful ;in bringing the teachers up-to-date on developments in 
aud:i,ov;i.stic;il instruction and in ;i.nspi:dng many of them to try new methods 
and materials during the year. 
3. 'l'eachers who used the sample audiovisual materials indicated 
that the materials were interest:i-ng and effective in teaching the con-
cepts for which they were designed. 
4. Not all teachers have access to the necessary equipment for 
effective use of audiovisual instruction. Frequently when the equip-
ment is available the classroom cannot be darkened sufficiently or the 
equipment is inconveniently located in relation to the home economics 
classroom. There is also a general feeling of a lack of time available 
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for home economics teachers to deve],op audiovisual materia],s. 
5. Some teachers who have audiovisual equipment available are not 
using it, even though the percentage of teachers using at,1diovisual in-
struction increased during the period covered by the project. Responses 
of ceachers indicated a need for assistance and/or train:l.ng in develop-
ment of audiovisual materials and >use of audiovisual equipment. 
Recommendations 
In view of responses on the final questionnaires and comments on 
the evaluation sheets, the following recommendations are suggested for 
revision of the guidelines ap.d sample audiovisual materia;J.s, 
Guidelines 
1. Add a list of references .to each section for the convenience 
of teachers who wish to study one medium in depth or for those who need 
additional information for development and use of materials. 
2. Expand the section on 8mm motion pictures, since use of this 
medium is likely to increas.e in t;he near future. 
3. Expand the section on development of programed instruction 
materials by including examples of linear and branching frames. 
4. Clarify and expand the description of the color-lift process. 
Sample Audiovisual Materials 
1. Redevelop the "Zipper Application" series using a dress of a 
lighter color and sufficient bracketing of exposures that slides may be 
selected which will have proper color. 
2. In the "Ovtdoor Play Equipment" set, replace s;lide fourteen 
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with a slide showing the entire piece of equipment rather than only a 
section of it. Revise the script for slide sixteen to include a warning 
about the concrete pads under the seesaw. 
3. Contint\e to use the transparencies and programed instruction 
materials <;1s they are since no .revisions were indicated on the evalua-
tion sheets. 
Implications 
The following implications for further study appear justified. 
1. Study needs of teachers in regard to different types of audio-
visual materials and develop guidelines for use of the materials in all 
subject matter areas of home economics. 
2. Measure attitudes of teachers toward audiovis\J,al instruction; 
then provide training in audiovisual methods and re-test to determine 
whether attitudes had changed and in what direction. 
3. Study in depth each of the media included in this project and 
make specific recommendations for the type of subject matter most suit-
able for the particula;r:: method of presentation. 
4. Experi.ment with the practicality and effectiveness of combin-
ing two or more types of audiovisual materials into a 11paokage" of in-
structional materials for individual instruction. 
5. Interview a group of selected teachers to determine their 
audiovisual practices. Provide in-service training for the teachers 
and re-evaluate to determine the effect of the in-service trainin&· 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
PART I. Please answer the following questions by pl.acing an X in the 
appropriate blanks. 
Which of the following have you used with your classes? 
__ .....,..... 
.....--........ 
---
sliq.es 
transparencies 
programed inst,;uctiol:l 
Smm motion p:i,c;:t4res . 
In which of the following have you prepared materials for use in 
Yl'.>Ur classes? 
slides 
---
--- transparencies 
--- programed im;;truct:i,on 
---
Smm motion pictures 
In which of the follc;iwing have you used commercially prepared 
materials? 
---
slides 
transparencies 
__ __,... programed instruction 
8mm motion pictures 
For what purposes do you use audiovisual materials? 
motivation· 
......,.._,___, 
---
provide large group instruction 
------
provide individual instruction 
evalmition 
--- other (list) 
-~- ~----~-------------~ 
PART :i:r. Place an X in the blank indicating the type of equipment 
which is available for use in your classes or for the prepa-
ratioµ of audiovisual material.s. 
Projectors: 
---
slide projector 
~~~ overhead projector 
---
8mm motion picture projector 
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super 8mm motion picture projector 
Cameras: 
slide camera 
---_...,.....,_ 
---
8mm motion picture camera 
super 8 motion picture camera 
Duplicating equipment for transparencies: 
heat transfer copier 
--- diazo copier 
--- photo-reflex copier 
_.,...._...,__ 
other (please specify) 
---........ -----~----~ 
Programed instruction equipment: 
---
electric teaching machines 
---
---
manual teaching machines 
programed textbooks 
other (please specify) 
--- ...--------------~ 
PART III, With which of the following would you like help? 
---
.......,_.,....,.._ 
---
...... --
---
---
developing slide set~ 
making transparencies to us.e with overhead projector 
developing short programed instruction materials 
developing 8mm motion pictures 
selecting commercially prepared audiovisual materials 
compiling information on where to find and how to 
order commercially prepared audiovisual materials 
evaluating the effectiveness of audiovisual materials 
preparing the class for learning through audiovisual 
materials 
determining which medium would be most effective for 
teaching a particular concept 
others (please list) 
--- ----------------~ 
Please list several concepts, skills, or bits of information which you 
believe might be more effectively taught with the aid of audiovisual 
materials.· (For example, outdoor play equipment for child care centers, 
or how to replace a worn-out pocket in men's trousers,) 
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FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
PART I. Evaluation of the Project 
1. Ori the following grid, place an X in the squares indicating the 
types of audiovisual materials which you used in your classe1:1 during 
the school year, 1967-1968. 
Used Commercially Used Materials Used Materials 
Prepared Materials You Prepared Prepared as a Part~ 
Yourself of this Pro.iect 
Slides 
l'ransparencies 
Programed 
Instruction 
8mm Mod.on 
Pictures 
2, Which of the following have you used with your classes for the first 
time this year? Slides Transparencies . Programed instruction 
~8mm motion pictures--. __,....... 
-- __,... 
3. For what purposes have you used audiovisual materials this year? 
Motivation __ Large group instruction Small group instruction 
Evaluation · Other (list) ~ ~-
4. Check which of the . following pieces of·. equipment you have acquired 
in your department or school this year; 
8mm motion picture projector__ heat transfer copier __ 
super 8 motion picture projector__ diazo copier 
slide projector_._ photo-reflex copier __ 
overhead projector__ electric teaching machines __ 
motion picture camera_ man.ual teaching machines 
slide camera programed textbooks ~ 
other (please specify)~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~ 
5. List any pieces of audiovisual equipment which you used this year 
that yol.l had not used before. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6. In which of the following ways do you believe your participation 
in this project was of value to you as a teacher? 
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Increased your interest in AV (audiovisual) instruction 
Brought you up-to-date on recent developments in AV instruction . 
Encouraged you to try new methods or new materials ~ 
Provided you with guidelines for developing AV materials in the 
future 
Provided you with AV materials for you to try out with your 
classes 
Others (please list)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~ 
PART II. Evaluation of Guidelines on Audiovisual Instruction in Home 
Economics 
Indicate your answer by placing an X in the appropr;i.ate blanks. Please 
give specific information and/or suggestions for improving the parts 
you believe are inadequate or difficult to understand under "Comments." 
7, The "Introduction" section was adequate inadequate in 
acquainting the reader with audiovisual instruction • .....--
8. The "Introduction" section was easy __ difficult __ to understand. 
9, Comments on "Introduction" section: 
10. By placing the appropriate letter in the proper square on the grid, 
please indicate the adequacy or inadequacy of the guidelines in 
the sections presenting the four media. 
A= adequate information - easily understood 
D = adequate information, but difficult to understand 
I= inadequate information 
Explanation or Suggestions Development and 
Description of for use Preparation of 
Medium in Teaching Materials 
Slides 
Transparencies 
Programed Instruction 
8mm Motion Pictures 
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11. Comments on sections presenting the four media: 
----------
12. The section on "Commercially l:'repared Materials" was adequate 
inadequate_._. ~ 
13. Comments on "Commercially Prepared Materials" section: 
------
14. List any commercial materials which you feel should be added to 
the list. _____________ .....;... ______________ _ 
15. The guidelines will be revised according to the information which 
you give on this questionnaire. Are there other comments you wish 
to make regarding the content of the guidelines? 
--------~ 
16. Please list and give a brief description of the AV materials you 
developed this year·-------------.---------~ 
17, Are there general comments you wish to make regarding the project? 
APPENDIX B 
EVALUATION SHEETS FOR SAMPLE MATERIALS 
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EVALUATION SHEET FOR SLIDE SERIES 
1. Please check which slide series you used. 
Outqoor Play Equipment __ _ 
Zipper Application 
---
2. In your opinion, for what grade level are the materials 
appropriate? 
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Grade Level (circle one or more) 
Outdoor Play Equipment 
Zipper Application 
8 9 10 11 12 
8 9 10 11 12 
3. In your opinion, is the information in the slide series correct 
and accurate? yes __ no __ If your answer is no, please list 
items which you believe are incorrect.~~~~~~----~~~~~~~ 
4. Did the individual slides clearly show what they were supposed to? 
yes~ no __ If you believe some of the individual slides need to 
be improved, please list the number of the slide and indicate in 
which series the $lide is found. Series Slide numbers 
5. Did the. slide series tell the story? (i.e., were there enough to 
get the. point across, but not so many as to be boring) yes __ 
no I would prefer more fewer __ the same number __ of slides 
in the series. 
6. Do you believe that the students benefited from viewing the slide 
series? yes __ no __ In what ways?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
7. Would you like to own these sets of slides (or similar sets) so 
that they could be referred to by individual students whenever 
necessary? yes __ no~ 
8. Do you have suggestions for improving either the slides or the 
script? 
~....,...-,.~....,.......,.......,...~~~....,.......,.......,...~....,.......,...~~~....,...~~~~~-,.~....,.......,...~ 
9. Do you plan to use sets of slides in your future teaching? yes __ 
no For what purpose 
__.......,...~~~~....,.......,.......,.......,...~....,...~~~-,.~~~~~~ 
10. Which would you prefer? 
To develop your own sets of slides? 
To buy commercially prepared sets of slides? 
To borrow sets of slides (e.g., from the state university audio-
visual center) __ 
11. Are there other general comments you wish to make: 
EVALUATION SHEET FOR TRANSPARENCIES 
1. Please check which transparencies you used. 
Kitchen Safety~-
Sewing on Button~~ 
Kind~ of Toys~-
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2. In your opinion, for what grade level are the materials appropri~ 
ate? 
Kitchen Safety 
Sewing on Buttons 
Kinds of Toys 
Grade 
8 
8 
8 
Level 
9 
9 
9 
(circle 
10 
10 
10 
one or 
11 
11 
11 
more) 
12 
12 
12 
3. In your opinion, is the information on the transparencies correct 
and accurate? yes __ no~-·. If your answer is no, please list 
items you believe are incorrect. 
~--,---,---,---,-,--,----,-,--,----,---,-,----,---,-,----,-,--
4. Do you believe the transparencies contributed to more effective 
learning? yes~- no In.what way?__,.._,..__,.._,..__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..,...___,..__,..__,..__,..~ 
5. If cost were no object which would you prefer? 
To hand-make your own transparencies 
To make your own transparencies from purchased "originals" __ 
To purchase commercially prepared color transparencies __ 
6. Considering that commercially prepared transparencies are about 
twice as expensive as transparencies made from printed originals, 
and that transparencies made from printed originals are about 
twice as expensive as hand-made ones, which would you prefer? 
To hand-make your own transparencies 
To make your own transparencies from pmchased "originals" 
To purchase commercially prepared color transparencies_~~ 
7. What do you believe is the wost important contribution that use of 
transparencies with the overhead projector can make to the teach-
ing of home economics? 
--,--,-,--,--~__,..,--__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..,--__,..__,..__,..__,..--,-__,..__,..--,-~ 
8. Do you have suggestions for improving either the transparencies or 
the idea sheets? 
--,__,..,--,----,-,--,--__,..--,-__,..__,..,--__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..__,__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..__,..~ 
9. Are there other general comments you wish to make? 
,--,--,----,-,--,--__,..,---
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EVALUATION SHEET FOR PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS 
1. Please check the programed material which you used: 
2. 
Transferring Pattern Markings (Linear)~~ 
Rules for Pinning a Pattern Piece (Branching) 
Abbreviations Used in Food Service (Linear)___:--
In your opinion, for what grade level are the materials appropri-
ate? 
Grade level (circle one·or more) 
Transferring Pattern Markings 8 9 10 11 12 
Rules for Pinning a Pattern Piece 8 9 10 11 12 
Abbreviations Used in Food 
Services 8 9 10 11 12 
3. Which type of program do you prefer? 
Linear Branching_.~ I only used one type~-
4. Why do you prefer the type checked in item 3? 
----------~ 
5. Which type do the students prefer? Linear Branching~- No 
opportunity to observe 
6. Do you believe the students learned the material in the program? 
yes no On what do you.base your opinion? (test, conversa-
tioU:-obs~ation, etc.) 
~-------------------~~ 
7. In your opinion, is the information in the programs correct and 
accurate? yes no If your answer is no, please list those 
items which you believe to be incorrect·--------------
8. Are there any words in the programs which the students had diffi-
culty understanding? yes~- no~- If so, please list the words. 
9. If a large unit of material were being programed, which would you 
prefer? 
One long program covering all material in the unit~-
Several short programs (such as these) presenting only one section 
of material so that each section could be used individually or all 
sections could be used as a set 
10. Are there any other suggestions you would like to make regarding 
the material in these three programs? 
--------------~ 
11. Do you plan to use programed instruction again in your teaching? 
yes~- no~ Why or why not? ___________________ _ 
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12. Which would you prefer? 
To develop your own programs 
To use programs which were available commercially~-
13. Are there other general comments you wish to make? 
APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF SLIDES AND GUIDELINES 
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ZIPPER APPLICATION 
Slide 
No. Description 
1. (Title slide) Zipper Application 
2, Finished dress on girl - front view - medium range 
3. Finished dress on girl - back view - medium range 
4. Finished dress on girl - close-up shot of zipper 
5. Sections of dress and facing with shoulder seams joined 
6. Back of dress with center back seam joined below placket 
7, Close-up of placket with seam allowances pressed back 
8. Medium range shot of #7 showing entire length of center back 
seam 
9. Close-up of facing showing finished outer edge 
10, Close-up of facing showing seam allowances pressed back 
11. Close-up showing facing pinned to neckline 
12. Close-up showing seam allowances being turned over facing 
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13. Close-up showing seam allowances turned and pinned over facing 
14. Close-up showing stitched neckline seam 
15. Close-up showing the trimming of the neckline seam 
16. Close-up of trimmed and clipped neckline seam 
17. Close-up at machine showing method of understitching facing 
18. Medium range shot of facing after understitching 
19. Wrong side of dress showing facing turned to inside 
20. Zipper pinned to right side of placket - (right side of dress) 
21. Wrong side of dress showing handling of top of zipper tape 
22. Close-up at machine - stitching right side 
23. Close-up showing finished right side 
24. Left side of placket pinned over stitching on right side 
25. Close-up showing placket slip-basted. 
26. Close-up showing method of stitching left side by hand 
27. Wrong side of dress showing handling of top of zipper tape 
28. Facing pinned over zipper tape - (wrong side of dress) 
29. Facing stitched over zipper tape by hand 
30. Close-up showing placement of hook and eye (wrong side) 
31. Right side of completed zipper at neckline 
32. Medium range shot of entire zipper 
33. Medium range shot of completed dress - back view 
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OUTDOOR PLAY EQU~PMENT 
Slide 
· No. Descript;i.on 
1. (Title slide) 04tdoor Play Equipment 
2. Long range shot of playground featuring commercial equipment 
3. Long range shot of playground featuring homemade equipment 
4. (Title slide) Climbing Equipment 
5. Jungle gym 
6. Dome-shaped jungle gym, or monkey climb 
7. Variplay house-gym, or outdoor gym-house 
8. Three-w~y ladder 
9. Play gym, or toddler's climber 
10. Playground in use - children playing on equipment 
11. (Title slide) Swings and Seesaws 
12. Swing set with makeshift rope swing and traveling rings 
13. Swing set with rubber seat belts, horizontal bar, and seesaw 
14. Swing set with metal seats and a porch-type swing 
15. Rocking seesaw 
16. Spring-mounted seesaw 
17. Swingate 
18. Candy-cane poles and three-point chain suspension - rocket swings 
19. (Title slide) Slides 
20. Free-standing slide 
21. Close-up of reinforced metal slide 
22. Large slide with humps 
23, (Title slide) Sand Boxes 
24. Close-up of sand box with wooden sides 
25. Sand box with lid 
26. Sand box with sun shade 
27, (Title slide) Swimming Pools 
28, Inflatable rubber pool 
29. Metal pool 
30, (Title slide) Makeshift Equipment 
31. Painted wooden packing crates, barrels, and boards 
32. Rope ladder 
33, Rubber tire swing 
34. Tractor tire sand box 
35. Hay bales for climbing 
36. Home built climbing equipment - made from pipes 
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INTRODUCTION 
The rapid expansion of knowledge has produced so much information 
that teaching becomes more difficult each year if only the traditiot).al 
methocls of classroom instruction are u.sed. Through the well-planned use 
of aucU,ovisual materials teachers can impart much more information in 
less time than with traditional methods •. Research studies have shown 
that: information learned through audiovisualpresentations is likely to 
be remembered longer because it is understood, not just memorized. 
Teachers who use every available means for better communication with 
students have discovered a satisfaction th,at resl;llts from SlJccessful 
learning exp~riences of students. 
Audiovisual materials should not be viewed as a threat to teachers. 
They are not designed to replace the teacher, but to make the job of 
the teacher easier and more effective. Audiovisual instruction can take 
some of the drudgery out of teaching and free the teacher to work with 
individual students and ideas--to do the things machines will never be 
able to do. The value of any audiovisual material actually depends on 
the ability of the teacher. There is no substitute for a teacher's 
ability to select and organize learning experiences. It is the teacher 
who must plan, select, and prepare appropriate audiovisual materia;l.s 
for accelerating learning or for produc;:ing desired changes in student 
behav;i.or. 
~ducators foresee that audiovisual materials will be used more and 
more in the future in all types of classroom1;3, from the kindergarten 
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through graduate school and in classes for adults. Even today students 
can sit at a carrel in a library, dormitory, or classroom and through a 
dial access system dial any one of several lectures or televised lessons 
to watch and listen to at their convenience. 
The role of the teacher is gradually changing. 1 According to Lee, 
The growing stress upon "learning how to learn'' 
means that the elemental ingredient in education 
is not discrete fact but underlying principle, not 
details of informatiop. but insight into ;lntellectu-
al processes. This means that the teacher must 
function more as a catalyst, as one whose prime 
obligation is the stimulation of the urge to in-
quire and the oversight of individual, independent 
study. 
Rather than a dispenser of facts, the teacher becomes a coordinator 
and provider of materials for learning. A creative teacher finds many 
opportunities for using audiovisual materials to enhance her instruc-
tion; but the unimaginative teacher may be afraid to use them, .for they 
may interrupt her rigid lesson plans, 
Since one of the most important goals of education in the future 
will be to prepare the student to continue learning on his own, stu-
dents will more frequently be encouraged to use self-instructional 
teaching materials. Slides, 8mm motion pictures, and prog~amed instruc-
tion may be particularly useful in this area if they are planned with 
the idea of individual instruction in mind. 
Basic ideas and generalizations taught in home economics classes 
lend themselves to many types of audiovisual instruction. The medium 
which ia best for teaching developmental tasks in child cc;ire may not be 
1Gordon c. Lee, "The Changing Role of the Teacher," The Changing 
American School~ Sixty-fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1966), p. 24. 
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the best for teaching how to put in a zipper; but through careful plan-
ning and knowledge of the possibilities, one or more methods may be 
found which will make it possible to do a more effective job of teaching 
each of these ideas, Very often optimum learning occurs when a variety 
of instructional materi.;l.ls are usep. The job of the home economics 
teachers is planning--planning with students, parents, and others what 
shoulq. be included in the courses she teaches; planning when to incor-
porate audiovisual materials; and planning which medium will be most 
effective for teaching a particular concept. 
Another decision the teacher has to make is whether to buy her 
audiovisual materials or to develop her own. There are advantages and 
disadvantages to both, As the number of audiovisual techniques and 
materials on the market increases, it will become even more important 
for the teacher to become familiar with them and to be selective in 
using only those which will in her estimation contribute to a desired 
change irt the behavior of the student. 
Many values result from the use of audiovisual materials in teach-
ing. They capture the attention of students and stimulate a high degree 
of interest. Educators readily recogpize the relationship of interest 
to learning. Audiovisual materials assist in developing understandings; 
therefore, basic ideas should be remembered longer and wider application 
of·the ideas made in n~w situations. Audiovisual materials provide 
experiences which are otherwise unavailable to students in the class-
room.· They also motivate students to want to learn more about the sub-
ject presented, The providing of audiovisual materials is not e~ough; 
the materials must be planned for and used by teachers with specific 
educational objectives in mind. 
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.There is no magic formula to tell teachers when to use or make 
available for student use audiovisual materials, but there are some 
general guidelines to use in determining whether a particular material 
is suitable: 
1. Does it present a concept that contributes to the 
attainment of an objective for the unit? 
2. Is it focused on one idea or limited to a small 
number of related ideas? 
3. Is it appropriate for the age level with which it 
is being used? 
4. Is it well-organized, technically good, and 
esthetically pleasing? 
5, Are the facts portrayed true and up-to-date? 
6. Is it powerful enough to attract and hold the 
attention of the audience? 
7. Is the point worth making? 
8. Is this the most effective way that the concept 
can be presented? 
It is o~ten desirable to use more than one medium to communicate 
an idea. Studies have shown that when a variety of appropriate audio-
visual material$ are used under proper conditions learning of a high 
quality results. Teachers are hoping to produce desired changes in be-
havior in each of three domains--the cognitive, the affective, and the 
psychomotor. A combination of media may be necessary to.produce the 
desired behavior changes. 
The four media which will be considered in this project are 8mm 
moti<;m pictures, slides, overhead transparenc:j.es, and programed instruc-
tipn. These four were chosen for several reasons. They are likely to 
be widely used in the near future. Slides and 8mm motion pictures may 
be used either with groups or for individual instruction, Programed 
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instruction will becc;,m.e increasingly im.portant as the emphasis on in-
dividual instruction intensifies. More overhead projectors have been 
purchased by schools during the past few years than any other piece of 
audiovisual equipment, so this is a medium that is readily available to 
a great number of teachers. 
Technology has produced projectors and teaching machines which are 
easy to handle, relatively inexpensive,. and simple to operate. Mate-
rids are compc3rratively easy to develop and a teacher should be able to 
produce her own if she has access to the necess<;lry equipment. Commer-
cial materials are ava;l.lable in each of the four media listed above in 
the field of home economics, so a teacher who lacks the equipment neces.,. 
sary to produce her own or prefers to use commercially developed mate-
rials may do sp. 
Samples of audiovisual materials will be developed in three areas--
foods, child care, and clothing, These three areas were chosen because 
they are the areas which are common to gainful employment and homemaking 
programs in Oklahoma, The principles of audiovisual instruction are the 
same, however, and could be used to develop materials in any of the 
areas taught in home economics. 
The materi.ds developed in this project are designed to acquaint 
home ecnomics teachers with four types of audiovisual instruction and 
to present ideas for teachers to use in developing and using these media 
to contribute to more effective teac:hing. Guidelines will be given for 
developing mat~rials; however, specific directions for operating the 
equipment will not be given, These directions vary for different brands 
of equipment and can best be learned by reading tj:le instructions which 
come with the equipment. A late;r section will deal with availability 
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and selection of commercially prepared material$ in home economics. 
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SLIDES 
Slides are one of the most versatile of all projected materials. 
They may be either pt,trchased or teacher-made. They may be used with 
1,rge groups, small groups, or by individual students. They may be up-
dated at any ttme by changing on,ly a few slides. The series may be. 
rearranged, shortened, or· lengthened for use with different groups at 
iifferent ti~es. · Slides may be used to direct attention of the entire 
class to a particular idea. They also may be made available for stu-
dents to view aijain ,later for clarification of a point or for review. 
Slides may be used to present a demonstration so that all of the 
students have a front row seat. Each slide may be kept on the screen. 
as long as necessary. Natural color is readily obtainable for teaching 
concepts in which color is essential for understanding a concept. Sl:i.de 
-
projectors are relatively inexpensive and may be easily moved from 
place to place. They are easily operated by teacher or students. They 
may be used in a semi-darkened room as long as there is no direct light 
on the screen~ 
Use of Slides in Teaching Home Economics 
Subjects particu;I.arly suited to slide presentation are those where 
the sl;i.owing of actual movement is not necessary but where a visual 
presentation is more desirable than audio alone. Slides may bring ex-
periences into the classroomwhicl;i. students would not have otherwise, 
such as the operation .of a large food service establishement in a 
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nietropolitan area, or the mass production of clothing in a garment 
factory. A slide series may be used to motivate studentei or to intro~ 
duce a course or a unit within a cours'e. 
Slides are particula~ly helpful in differentiating between the 
purposes of the two aspects of the home economics program~-homemaking 
and gainful employment. Slides may also be effective in showing a step-
by-step process which needs to be viewed or discussed one step at a 
time, such as making a bound buttonhole or a pie crust. The same slideei 
may be used for evaluation purposes. After the teacher has rearranged 
the slides, she might ask students to determine which steps are out~of-
order. She might $how only a few of the slides and ask students to 
determine Which steps were omitted. 
There are, of course, disadvantages to using slides in the class ... 
room. While the expense is not prohib:+-tive, slides are not inexpensive 
teach;i.ng materials. The room must be partially darkened unless the 
slides are being used by an individual in a small area. A teacher who 
happens to drop a slide series on the floor must use valuable time in 
picking up each individual slide, arranging the slides in order, and 
turning them so that they will not appear sideways, upside down, or 
backwards on the screen. If the slides are to be used over a long peri-
od of time, an adequate amount of proper storage is essential. Storage 
of slides so that they are accessible for student use may also present 
problems. 
In order for slides to be most effectively used in the teaching-
learning process, the teacher has to plan their use long in advance--at 
the time she sets up her objectives. Slides should not be used for the 
sole purpose of entertainment or simply to fill up extra time. They 
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should be. used for teaching. A teacher should not use a series of 
slides which she has not previewed. Students may have more difficulty 
"unlearning" something they have seen, than in learning the informat;ion 
initially. 
The· class should be prepared for the slide series before it is 
shown. · They· should be told what they will see, anything t:hey should be 
particularly aware of, and what·· they should expect to gain :from viewing 
the series. Students remember l;>ettier if they actively participate while 
they are watching the slides, This may be done through discussion while 
the slides are being shown or by having the students fill out some kind 
of que1:1tion-answer sheet. If the room is not too dark, students might 
be asked to take notes for a later discussion. A follow-.up of the 
slide series is necessary in order for the knowledge gained to become 
permanent. The follow-up can take any form desired by the teacher, but 
it should be planned prior to the showing of the series, 
Necessary equipment in good working order should be available at 
the time it is needed. If the teacher does not know how to operate the 
proj.ector, she.should have a projectionist on hand to operate it for 
her. Interest: may be lost while waiting for a long-overdue projection-
ist or for the teacher to read the instruction book, Generally, how-
ever, a slide projector is simple enough for both teacher and students 
to operate. Slides should be arranged in proper order and positioned 
correctly to prevent loss of time and breaks in the attention span when 
slides are not as they should be.on the screen. 
If students are to use the 1;1li,de series individually, the purpose 
of the series must be explained to students before they are ready to 
use it. They should ~e taught how to operate the projector; and how to 
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take proper care of the slides. Slides should be as self-explanatory 
as possible, particularly if they are to be used by individual students. 
A written script or list of steps should be provided for the student to 
read as he looks at the slides. 
The fpllowing section contains information on developing a slide 
series for use in teaching home econqmics. A later section will be de-
voted to selecting commercially prepared slides for use in teaching. 
Development of a Slide Series 
If you have access to a 35mm camera, you can develop your own 
slide series. The major advantage to developing your own is that you 
can have exactly what you.want. ~ou may up-date it whenever necessary, 
and it will be at your disposal whenever you wish to use it. 
The f:l.rst step in developing a slide series is to determine the 
purpose of the series~ Exactly what is it that you want to teach? What 
do you want the students to know or to be able to do after their expo-
sure to the series? Will the series be used with high school students, 
junior high students, or adults? It will be impossible to develop a 
series of slides that teaches unless you have established clearly in 
your mind your objectives--what the students should learn, or what be-
havior changes are desired. 
The next step is to make a rough outline of the story you wish to 
tell with the slides. Break it down into its major parts and put them 
into a reasonable sequence for presentation. What are the major points 
you wish to convey to the students? What are sub-points that are neces-
sary for the understanding of the major points? Do you wish to include 
enrichment material to keep interest high? 
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Only after .the outline has been drafted are you ready to decide 
what pictures you will need to tell the story. If your slide content 
is well-planned before the shots are made, it will eliminate unnecessary 
d1,1plication of effort an.d·g~eatly reduce the expense connected with 
production of a slide series. It is usually easier to use index cards 
in this stage of development so that cards may be added, deleted, or 
rearranged whenever necessary. Some·people prefer 3 x 5 cards; others 
prefer 5 x 8. One card should be made for each slide that is desired. 
The card should contain the followin.g information: 
1. title of the slide--.particµlar emphasis the 
photographer should focus on, 
2. rough sketch o:fi what should be on the finished 
slide, 
3~: techn:l.cal information such as long, medium, 
or close-up shot--particular angle, 
4. narration for the slide, arid 
5. a number representing position of the slide 
in the series. 
This information is important even if you are planning to take your own 
pictures, because you.may forget your good ideas when you.get ready to 
make thirty or forty slides. 
You may wish to make an inexpensive storyboard to help yoq with 
yo1,1r arrangement of cards pr;i.or to making the slides for a slide series. 
A storyboard is a Jarge sheet of poster board, separated into sections 
containing pockets made·from strips of·post:er board and masking tape. 
Each section is numbered so that cards containing information about the 
slides may· be arranged in· order and rearranged whenever. necessary unti.l · 
the series is completed. As each slide is made, a red X may be placed 
on the card. When an X appears on all the cards of the series, the 
cards may be removed, .the sequence checked and revised if necessary. 
From the cards the script for the series may-be quickly written. 
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The actual slides will probal:>ly vary some from the original plan, 
so the script may have to be adjusted for this. Edit your slides. Re-
move.the ones whi9h are too light, too dark, or out of focus, and those 
which fail to emphasize the major point. You may see where additional 
slides are needed for clarity. After i311 these adjustments are made, 
you are ready to try out.the completed series. Do not.be afraid to re"'.' 
arrange, reshoot, add, or delete pictures, The series should be neither 
too long nor too shortp It should be long enough to tell the story ef-
fectively, but short enough to hold the interest and attention of the 
student. If possible, have someone else view the series and get their 
reactions. After working with something for a long time, a person may 
fail to see weak points that may be quite obvious·to a newcomer. 
After the series is complete and the script is written, you are 
ready t;o decide how to handle.the narration. There are at least three 
possibilities. First, and simplest, you may read the script as the 
slides are being E:jhown. You'may-prefer to use a tape recorder.and re-
cord the script on a magnetic tape. Then as the slides are shown, you 
may play back the t;ape, moving the slides so that the script will cor-
respond to the slide that is being shown, 
Another alternative, which requires technical information and 
special equipment, is to add synchronized sound by means of a program-
mer. A programmer is a special dev;i.ce used with a tape recorder and a 
projector. First tli.e narration is recorded on a magnetic tape. Mag-
netic impulses are then placed on the tape. The programmer is connected 
to both slide projector and tape recorder. During the playback the 
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impulse automatically .causes the slide to change as soon as the narra""'. 
tion for it·is completed. Use of the programmer or the tape recorder 
allows background music to be add,ed whenever desired. The important 
thing though, no matter which of the three methods of narration is used, 
;ls to synchronize the narration with the appropriate slide. Most.im-
portant of all, the narration should help to convey the message that 
you had as your objective in the beg;i.nning. 
Photography. --If you .. are the . photographer, all the experience you, can 
get with the camera will be to your advantage •. Become familiar with 
your.camera. Le,arn what it can do for you. Try to understand how it. 
works because this understanding will allow you to take better pictures. 
First of all.you must decide what kind of film to use. Do you 
need colo:t;,ed filT!\ or can the point be made just as well with the less 
expensive black-and-white film.? Are you going to take your pictures 
indoors or outdoors? What kind of light will be available? Pictures 
can be made unde.:r a great variety of conditions but the right kind of 
film for the conditions must be used. Some color films are made to be 
used in daylight while others are designed for use in artificial light, 
such as flood light, flash bulb light, and other types of incandescent 
light. 
Time of day will affect light:i.ng, particularly with color film. 
Learn to use a light meter, and check the light:i.ng frequently. The 
lighting should be kept constant, particularly with color f:Llm, so that 
all of your pictures will be the same color. The best times of the day 
for taking.colored slides are midmorning and midafternoon. Time of day 
and. amoul1).t of light outside will .affect your indoor. pictures, also. 
Be sure you have the subject in factls. The entire slide may not 
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be in focus, particularly if your·depth of field is great, but it is 
absolutely essential for the center of interest to be in focus. Move-
ment of the subject or the camera may cause the slide to be out of 
focus. If you have trouble holding the camera steady try using a tri-
pod whenever possible. Consider the angle of the shot. Your center of 
interest is more·likely to be in·focus if you hold the camera at a 90° 
angle to the subject than if you shoot h'om one end of it to the other. 
Try to photograph the subject so it will fill most.of the areas of 
the sl,ide. This may be done by getting as close as possible to the sub-
ject. If you are photographing a series on clc;ithing construction proc-
ess, close-ups are essential in order for students to see the details. 
If people are in the picture, try to get them to appear as natural as 
possible. 
Consider your background. Pictures of children on·a playground at 
a nursery school will be ineffective if a group of overflowing trashcans 
in. the alley appear in the background •. Whether your background is light. 
or dark will affect the appearance of the finished pi~ture. The subject 
may be made to stand out more by using a darker background •. If you are 
taking small objects, a large sheet of paper or a.fabric lying on a 
table or fastened to a bulletin board will make an attractive background 
and will help focus attention on the subject. The color of the back-
ground should harmoni~e with the color of the object, and the background. 
should not be so bold or noticeable as to detract attention from the 
pri,mary object. 
It is generally a good idea to bracket your pictures. Bracketing 
means taking at least three ex:posures. One should be taken at the set-
ting which you have dec:i.ded upon with your light meter. Another should 
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be taken 1/2 stop above (or slightly underexposed) and the other should 
be taken 1/2 stop below (or slightly overexposed), If this procedure is 
followed you should get.at least one slide with the best possible light-
ing. Do not be afraid to take a number of exposures.· Professional pho-
tographers sometimes take hundreds of exposures in order to get five or. 
six slides that they will use. After you become.familiar with the cam-
era and the light meter, you wiil know how to predict the available 
light and the action of the camera so that fewer exposures will be re-
quired. However, it is always more.efficient to make several exposures 
while you have the shot set up, than to go back and set it up again. lt 
may be a shot that can be made only at that time, For example, in a con-
struction process you may need a shot of the armhole before the sleeve 
is set in, After the sleeve is attached, it will be impossible to get. 
another shot of the empty. armhole, so you had better get all you need 
the first time, 
You may wish to shoot the picture from several angies, because the 
one that looks best to you through the lens may not be the one that 
will show up best on the screen. Also, you may need to.show a particu-
lar shot from more than one angle for clarity. Check the index card to 
make sure the emphasis you are focusing on is the one intended. 
Title slides make your series look more professional and also help 
to convey the message. There are several ways to make attractive title 
slides. If you are fortunate enough to have a knack for lettering, you 
may letter the titles on a large sheet of newsprint or construction 
paper with felt pens and then photograph them. Colored chalk on black 
construction paper is also effective. If you are less artistic, you. 
may use a child's. magnetic board and plastic letters with magnets. A 
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colored sheet of construction paper may be placed on the board to give 
a particular effect, or the board may be used just as it is. The 
letters may be different colors or all the same color. A very faint 
line may be pencilE:id on the paper to line up the letters. 
Another method of lettering is wtth pin back letters on a cork 
board. Plastic pin back letters may be purchased in black and white. 
If desired, they may be spray-painted with different colors.. These 
letters will stay in place better than the magnetic ones, but they are 
harder to line up because of the various placement of the pins on the 
backs of the letters. Inexpensive cardboard letters may also be used. 
Some letters are made with adhesive on the back so they will stay in 
place, yet they can be pullE;Jd off easily and used several times. 
An important point to remember in photographing title slides is 
0 that the camera should be held at a 90 angle .to the flat st,\rface con-
taining the letters. If the letters are lying on a table, the photo-
grapher should bend over them so that he is photographing them from di-
rectly above. An easy way to get the right angle is to hang the board 
or paper containing the letters on the wall. Then the pictures may be 
taken with the photographer standing up straight. This, of course, would 
be the case if a blackboard or bulletin board were used. Another conven-
ient way is to place the paper or magnetic board on an easel. Just be 
sure to hold the camera so the angle is right for the slant of the easel. 
Materials from books, magazines, cha.rts, or other printed sources 
may be copied on a slide if your camera, with or without St.\pplementary 
lenses, will take the close-up shots. The same criteria for lighting 
and angle would apply to copying as to making original slides. A tri-
pod or copy .stand should be used to hold the camera steacl,y. 
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The slides in a-series shou:J_d be as self-explanatory as possible. 
Arrows,.signs, or other symbols.may be added·to point out.particular 
features. Be sure that any lettering used is clear and large enough to .. 
be·read on the screen. Unless it-is a close-up shot, lettering smaller 
th~n-one inch cannot be read. The longer the shot; the larger the 
lettering must be. In using arrows or other symbols, consider propor-
tion in regard to the center -of interest, and be sure there is a pleas-
ing color .contrast. 
It is rewarding to be able to use •.slide series that you have 
made yourself. Remember, the first one is the most difficult. After 
the. first one, the .others come easy. Slides which are properly cared 
for will last a long time. A.well-,,planned series may be used many times. 
throughout the years, so it ie; worth all the time, energy, and money 
spent in developing it. If the 1;1eries does the job of accomplishing an. 
objective the students will profit immeasurably .from using it. 
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OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES 
The overhead projector is rapidly becoming one of the most widely 
used teaching tools in the United States. "A study conducted by the 
Bureau of Social Science Research showed that in 238 sampled school 
districts the number of overhead projectors increased 175.5% from 1961-
1964. This was higher than for any other piece of audiovisual equip-
ment.111 Ninety-five percent of the sixty-six home economics teachers 
participating in this study indicated on the questionnaire that an .over-
head projector was available for use in their classrooms. 
Teaching with an overhead projector is not really a new idea. The 
armed forces have used it since World War II in training military per-
sonnel. The earliest projectors~ however, were very expensive and were 
heavy and inconvenient to use. This slowed their acceptance in educa-
tional institutions. During the past few years relatively inexpensive 
projectors have been developed which are light-weight and may be easily 
carried from room to room. Various processes for making transparencies 
have also been developed and improved during these years. Teachers who 
have used the overhead system in their teaching have discovered that it 
has a unique contribution to make to teaching and that its use is lim-
ited only by the imagination of the teacher. 
1Raymond Wyman and Donald H. Frederickson, 11The Feasibility of 
Dis tributing Locally Produced Overhead Projection Masters, 11 Audiovisual 
Instruction, XII (April, 1967), 368. 
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Use of the Overhead System in 'l'eaching Home·Economics· 
The overhead system .has many advantages. First of all, the .teach-
er is not replaced even for a short·time. During the showing of a film, 
or. in taking a field trip, the teacher loses contact with students for 
a short time, but this is not the case with an overhead projector. Her 
presence is necessary to control the presentation of materials in this 
manner. 
Not only is the teacher present, she is facing the class at all, 
times. This aliows .her to watch the expressions of the students to 
determine when a poin.t is unclear. She can also tell when the concept 
has been understood so that she can proceed to· the next point. In this, 
way the.pace of presentation may be continually adjusted to the behav-
ior of the .students. 
The teacher sees t;he projected material exactly as the students 
see it. She may wish to use a pencil or her finger as .a pointer to 
emphasize certain points. The silhouette of the pointer will be pro-
jected on the sc.reen and attell,tion will be drawn to a particular item. 
The overhead projector may be used with very large groups because 
the image can be made quite large by moving the projector further away 
from the screen. The. projector is as simple to operate as an ordinary 
desk lamp. A transparency is simply placed on the stage and.the switch 
is turned on. Student attention may be effectively controlled by turn~ 
ing the switch off and on.· When the teacher wants attention direc;ted 
to the screen, she turns the light on; when she wants the attention di-
rected to herself, she simply turns the switch off. This can be done. 
any number of t:i,mes. during a presentation. Whenever .. transparencies are 
changed, the switch 1;1hould be turned off, so the student will see the 
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image only when it is ready for him. 
Since the image may be seen on the screen even in a fully lighted 
class.room, it .is possible for the .students to take notes during the pres-
entation. If a darker image is desired, the light nearest the screen 
may be turned off. It is the .light that reflects on the screen that af-
fects .the image and not the. light that is directed toward the students. 
Use of the overhead projector saves teacher time. The results of. 
an extensive experiment at the University of Texas showed a saving of 
15 minutes of every 60-minute lecture period when transparencies were 
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used. Once transparencies are made, they may be used over and over. 
To. conserve time spent in making transparencies teachers in a small 
geographic area might exchange transparencies. 
A popular way to use the overhead is in place of a chalkboard. A· 
device may be attached to some overhead projectors that will carry a 
roll of acetate. The teacher may write on the acetate with a grease 
pencil and.roll it like a scroll. This.gives her as much area as a 
blackboard affords, and sometimes even more. If several classes of the. 
same subject are being taught, the writing may be left on the .roll .and · 
used with all of the classes. This saves the time required to write it 
in each class. The materi.al may be written on sheets of transparency 
fiim if no roll is available. It may be prepared before class or writ-
ten during the class. Short test questions might be written .on a trans-
parency .so that students would be able to see them all at once. Trans-
parencies will not be .erased accidentally, and they will not fad,e with 
2 James W. Brown, Richard B. Lewis, and Fred F. Harcleroad, A~v 
Instruction Materials and Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1964), p. 473. 
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the passage of time. 
A wide variety of materials can be used with the ovei'head projec-
tor. Tran13parencies may be hand-made by the teacher, made by the teach-
er using commercial pri,nted originals, or commercially prepared. Com-
mercially prepared transparencies are usua+ly quite expensive, but they 
will probably be very well e~ecuted. Commercial transparencies are not 
available for teaching every concept in home einomics, but a large 
number of new ones are appearing on the market each year. 
Opaque objects may be placed on the stage of the projector.· Any 
object with a recognizable silhouette may be easily identified. The 
distinction between various types of shears and scissors may be effec-
tively shown this way.· Different shapes cut. from construction paper or 
cardboard could be used to demonstrate types of balance and proportion. 
Solid.objects which are transparent may also be used. Clear plastic· 
rulers are especially good for demonstrating measurements. 
Transparencies for use with the overhead may be prepared without 
camera or other machinery. It is so simple. that students may make 
their own transparencies if they so desire. Color may.be achieved on 
transparencies by a number of processes which w:i,.11 be discussed in the 
next section. · Simulation of motion in still pictures can also be- pro-
jected. 
When using the overhead,. the teacher should arrange the room·so 
that all.students are able to see the entire screen. One of the .best 
ways.· to assure. this is to place the .screen in the corner of the room· 
and keep it as high as possible. In order to prevent keystoning (the· 
spreading out of the image·at the top of the screen), keep the projec-
tor squared up with the screen. Most overhead projectors may be easily 
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adjusted to prevent keystonirtg. 
Students may.not need as much preparation for the use of trans-
parencies as they will for a slide series or a motion picture, becau.se 
the teacher is there at all tim~s to answer questions~ The teacher. 
should carefully plan. the use of the .transparencies in her teaching, 
though, and should,use them only when they contribute to the understand-. 
ing of a concept related. to an objective of the course, or when they 
enhance · the teaching-learning. process. • A home economics teacher can· 
find many·opportunities for using the overhead projector in her teach-
ing.· Since home economics draws material from a number of disciplines, 
nc;, one textbook.covers all of the material taught during a semester. 
Information·in,the field is constantly changing due to technological· 
advancements; therefore, it is frequently necessary.to·up":'date the in-
formation. 
Much of the -information presented in home.economics courses is 
much more·effective when visually presented. A group of transparencies 
might take the place of a demonstration, eliminating the need for the 
teacher to gather her students in a crowded area, such as around a 
table, cabinet, or sewing machine~ For instance, drawings of various 
acceptable tabl~ settings may be put on transparencies, shown, and ex-
plained one at a time to the entire class as they are seated in a reg-
ula+ classroom. 
Color .charts may be effectively presented when the teacher has 
mastered the technique of getting color on transparencies and making 
overlays. Various,effects of figured, striped, or solid color fabrics 
on·different figure types can be effectively contrasted using trans-
parencies. 
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Floor arrangements of house plans may be permanently drawn 1on 
;( 
transparencies. With the house-plan transparency on the stage of the 
projector, opaque.cut-outs of :furniture pieces may.be placed onithe 
t 
transparency and.arranged and rearranged in.order to determine appro-
priate furniture arrangement~. Imaginative teachers will be able to 
discover many dif:ferent uses·for the overhead system in teaching home 
econol!lics. 
Preparation of Transparencies 
Even teachers who prefer commercial transparencies will find that 
there are times when they need custom-made·transparencies to use with a 
particular class or in a particular situation. Five methods of making 
transparencies are freqµently used. Each of the five will be discussed 
briefly, but no specific directions for operating the equipment will be 
given. S::i.nce each machine is slightly different,. operating procedures 
may.best be learned by reading the instruction manual that comes with 
the machine. The discus.sion of the methods will be followed by sug-
gestions for planning the content of a visual and for mounting trans-
parencies. 
The simplest method of making transparencies is by hand. Lines 
may be placed directly on the transparency with grease pencils, felt-
tipped pens, or nylon-tipped pens. A variety of tip shapes is avail-
able for achieving various widths of lines. Oil~base or water-base inks 
are suitable for hand-made transparencies, but for permanent lines, 
India ink is best. Water-base inks. may be eaaily removed with a damp 
cloth, while oil-..base and grease pencil marks may be removed with a 
solvent such as lighter fluid. Theoretically, the same sheet of film. 
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may be used over and over again. 
No machine is required for hand~made transparencies and th~ mate-
rials used are relatively inexpensive. Acetate.sheets or reprocessed 
x-ray film may be used for hand-made transpal:encies. X-ray film is 
usually inexpensive especially when purchased in large quantities. 
The hand.,.m~de transpare.ncy has several advantages. It is inexpen-
sive in terms of .materials. Since no machine is required, transparen-. 
cies may be made at home as well as at school. They may be made on the 
spot .with the entire class watching if. desirable. For example, a teach-
er wishing to show the .students how to fill in an application for a 
social security card might have the application blank affixed permanent-
ly to the transparency. She could then use a water"".base pen to fill in. 
the blanks as she explained each of them to the·class. Some teachers 
use the hand"".made method to tcy out an idea, and then re-do it later 
with a more professional_;looki,ng method.· Harid-made·transparencies are 
also simple for students to make. 
There are a few disadvantages to hand-made transparencies. Unless 
done·with permanent-type.in~, they do not keep well. They may smear if 
they get wet or.if grease pencil marks are rubbed against something. 
This may be partially prevented by placing a second.sheet of acetate 
next to the markings and taping the two-together. 
lland-made.transparencies often lack the professional look which 
can be obtained by other processes. If the visu,al.needed on the trans-
parency is already drawn, .it would be much more.expensive in terms of· 
till!S for a teacher to patiently trace it by hand than to use one of the 
other processes to make a copy of it. Methods of obtaining color and 
professiona1"7'looking lettering on hand-made transparencies will be 
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discussed later in this section. 
The most common of the processed transparencies are those made by 
the heat transfer method. This method is sometimes called the thermal-
copy.or dry-heat method. The·hea.t .transfer method produces a transpar-
ency from an original in a matter of seconds. A sheet of specially 
prepared film is placed on the original and the two sheets are passed 
through a copy machine. Heat passes through the film to the original. 
The lines on the original absorb heat and cause an image to form on the· 
filmwithin a few seconds. 
The original may be either opaque or translucent, however, it may 
be no thicker than a sheet of paper. Hand-made or commercial originals 
· (sometimes calle.d printed originals) may be. used. If hand-made origi-
nals are used, the lines must be made with an ebony or no. 2 lead 
pencil., India ink, or a carbon ribbon on the typewriter. Ball point or 
nylon,...tipped pens will not reproduce. 
The type film used in heat processes is more expensive than the 
film used for hand-made transparencies; however, flimsy, one-time 
transparencies may be made from the clear plastic that comes on dry 
cleaning or from plastic sandwich bags •. The type film used will deter"".' 
mine the color of the finished transparency. Film is available which 
will produce a black line on a.clear transparency, a colored line on a 
clear transparency, a black line on a colored transparency, or a colored 
line on an opaque transparency. In the latter case, all that appears 
on the screen is the colored line. Various companies which produce the 
film wi:Ll gladly provide catalogs describing the types available. Very 
unusual effects may be achieved.through experimentation with the dif-
ferent types of film which may be used in the heat transfer process, 
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One of the biggest advantages of the heat transfer process is that 
it is very fast. Some of the materials are relatively inexpensive, and 
almost any original on either opaque or translucent paper may be copied. 
Materials can be handled in ordinary light and stored indefinitely with-
out deterioration of the film. 
The heat transfer process does not destroy the original, so as 
many transparencies as are desirable may be made from it. Many commer-
cial companies produce printed originals which may be purchased at a 
relatively low cost and copied by this process to give professional 
transparencies in secopds. 
One of the limitations of the heat transfer process is that colored 
pictures and colored lettering will not reproduce at all. Only high 
• contrast lines are possible.;.-no intermediate tones may be achieved. 
Only single sheets may be copied, and. there can be no change in the size 
of the material as is possible with photographic processes. 
A third method of making transparencies is with the diazo process. 
The d:i,azo process ;is more complicate.d than the heat transfer process be-
cause it requires an intermediate step and a.transparent or translucent 
master. 
If the master to be used in the diazo process is hand-made, India 
ink sho1.1ld be used on tracing paper. The image should be as opaque as 
possible, so pencil marks are not appropriate for this. The light 
. 
passes through the film and leaves, color on the film only where the 
lines ate. If the original is on.opaque paper, the heat transfer or 
photographic process µia,y be used to make a transparent master and the 
transparent master used for the diazo transparency. 
After . the master has been prepared, a · sheet of diaz:o film of the 
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dei3ir~d color is backed with an aluminum reflector sheet and placed on 
the master. The sheets are exposed to ultraviolet light in a special 
exposure unit. The film is then transferred to a container of ammonia 
vapqr for.df:velopment. When the image has appeared fully, the film is 
removed and is immediately ready for projection. 
The greatest advantage to using the diazo process is the beautiful 
color which it will produce. Many colors are available and this proc-
ess, when carefully executed, can produce professional-looking colored 
·t;ransparencies. Only one color can be obtained on one sheet of film, 
though, and different colors must be added by the use of overlays, which 
·Will.be discussed later. 
Diazo film is quickly destroyed if it is exposed to sunlight or 
ammonia fumes, so it must be kept sealed in. a package in a cool place. 
The diazo process is more complicated than the heat process, and the 
smell of the ammonia fl,imes is undesirable to some people. A machine is 
now available, however, which eliminates the ammonia jar, and developes 
the film within one machine. 
Transparencies may also be developed by photographic processes. 
Photographic processes are used to copy material from books, magazines, 
newspapers or other sources. Colored materials may be copied; however, 
the colored material always comes out black and white on the transpar-
ency. Transparencies may be made from glossy photographs, and inter-
mediate tones are possible with the photographic process. 
The photographic process requires a light.rather than a heat ex-
posure, and both a negative and a positive film are used. A sheet of. 
sensitized paper is placed on the material to be copied. Then both are 
placed in a special box and exposed to light for a specified amount of 
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time. TheQ. they are removed and the sensiti.zed paper is placed on a 
spec:ial translucent paper to produce a positive. These two sheets are 
run thrQugh adeve;J..oping tank and peeled apart. After the positive is 
dry, it may be used as a transparency or as a master for the diazo 
process. 
Photographic processing has the advantage of an enlarg;i.ng-reducing 
system wh!f..ch allows one to change the sh:e of material as it is copied. 
This is especia.lly desirable fc;:,r lette!'.ing, because ordinary typing or 
. . 
pr:int used in newspapers and magazine.a may be too small to be seen when 
projected on the screen. The reducing system may make possible projec-
tion of a visual which o.riginally was larger than the 10 x 10 inch stage 
of the ordi,nary overhead projector. 
l'hotographic proceasing is a wet process requiring fresh developer 
at a spec;i;fi,ed temperature for good results. Since the transparency is 
-wet, it must be allowed to dl'.y before use. The negative paper must be 
catefully handled and stored because it is extremely light.,..sensitive. 
Compared to the other methods of producing transparencies, photographic 
processes are expensive. 
Another method for producing transparencies is through the color-
lift process, a method of putting a full-color picture on a transparency. 
The ink is simply transferred from a clay-coated magazine page to a. 
sheet of transparent film. Only pictures on a clay-coated page may be 
lifted; hqwever, most magazines which contain full-color pictures are 
c1ay-coated. To determine whether a picture can be lifted, moisten your 
finger and .rub it on the margin of the page. If a white residue appears, 
the picture will lift. 
The page containing the picture is laminated to the .film with a dry 
:. ~- · ... 
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mount press. or by hand·.· The important· thing is getting it laminated to 
the entire page without leaving any bubbles. Bubbles prevent the ink 
from adhering in those spots, and will produce a clear spot on the 
transparency. After the picture is laminated, the.paper is soaked loose 
. . . 
from ~he ink in a pan of . lukewarm water. The ink remains laminated to 
. the film •. The white residue is gently rubbed off with a cotton ball 
and the material. is dried. 
The in~ed surface may be protected by spraying it with c:lear plas-
t:tc or by attaching it to a sheet .of acetate. The image may then be 
· · projected. on the screen. · This process affords full color that. iii! other ... 
wise obtainat;;le onlr through full ... color photography, b.ut it destroys 
. . . . . . 
the ox-iginal p:Lctur~, so only those materials· that are expendable should 
be used~ Before deciding to do a color-lift the teacher should consider 
.how it wil,.l be U$ed in teaching. 
Plan,ning the visuaL--A teacher-designed visual may be drawn either on 
· .· a transparency or on a master to be processed. If you are making a 
master, make it on tracing paper so th~t it may be used with either the 
diazo·or the heat transfer process. When much time and effort ie put 
intp a master, it should be preserved for future use, or for sharing 
. wi1,:h a.nc;:,thE:r teacher. Before making a master you. may wish to e:11:peri-
111,ent with scraps ·Of film and different types of pencils, ink, and other 
materials to determine which works best with your machine. 
. . . . . 
Whether you are making.a hand-made transparency or a master, there 
· are several guidelines to follow in developing a visual. First, be 
. . 
sure the topic select.ed is one that can be visualized. If it consists 
of only printed, mater;i,al, it would probably be better to duplicate it 
and give each studen1,: a copy. T+ansparencies should present ideas whi.ch 
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will be remembered longer or understood more clearly if they are visu-
alized. The visual should support a point that the teacher is making 
rather than attempt to teach an entire lesson. 
A good visual should have unity; only one idea should be presented. 
The visual should contain only primary information, and a minimum of 
that. The teacher can supply add:i.tional primary and secondary informa-
t;lon as she discusses the point. A transparency should never contain 
information which has no bearing on the point being made. 
· The transparency should have a design that attracts attention and 
captures ;interest. Do not include too many details, If ev~ry section 
. of the visual competes for attention, students may fail to see the major 
point. If .several po;ints need to be visualized, break them down into 
several transparencies and use 1:hem in s1,1ccession. 
The visual material on the transparency should cover no more .than 
7~ x 9~ inches so that it will fit the regular commercial frames. The 
layout should be horizontal rather than vertical oecause this is more 
pleasing to the eye, It is usually easier to get good space relation-
ships on a visual if a rough sketch is made and placed under the sheet 
on which the visual is being trl:;lced. ije sure to plan for margins and 
include some empty spaces for a pleasing effect. Lined or squared 
paper may also be placecl under the transparency for guidance, Lined 
paper is especially helpful in getting lettering stqi.ight. 
An artistic teacher may have no difficulty in the free-hand draw-
ing of her ideas on a transparency~ A less artistic teacher may use 
children's coloring books, comic.books, or mail-order catalogs to find 
line drc~wings that are simple to trace. Pictures from these sources 
might be adapted for use in home economics classes. Some companies sell 
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booklets contain:i.ng pictures which were designed for the specific pur-
pose of being traced and used on transparencies, but these books are 
much more expensive than the sources mentioned above. 
$implicity is the key to success in planning the written material 
on a transparency, The ideal presentation contains a clear visual idea 
with no more than three or four words. An average student may be able 
to retain a maximum of ten lines of text with each line possessing no 
more than six or seven words, but this visual may not be as effective 
as one containin$ only four words, 
For the artistic teacher, lettering is no problem. For others, 
however, several aids are available, One of the simplest is press-on 
letters which are available on plastic sheets, You select the letter 
you.need, position it on the transpa?;"eq.cy, and rub it with a ball...;.point 
pen. A:f;ter the sheet is removed, the letter is adhered to th,e trans-
parency. A letter can11ot be removed after it is rubbed on, so be.care-
ful to get it in the right place the first time, 
Lette~ing sets are available for making professional-looking let-
ters in a variety of styles and sizes. The equipment is not difficult· 
to use, and the ink is usually permanent. Professional results may 
also be obtained by using a nylon-tipped pen with a stenciL 
Size of lettering is very importanL Letters smaller than 1/4 inch 
should not be used on a transparency. A regular typewritten message is 
smaL(.er than 1/ 4 inch and cannot be seen from the back of the room. A. 
good rule to fol.low is to use letters which are 1 inch high for each 
thirty feet of viewing distance. Thicker lines are easier to see than 
thin lines, but they should not be too thick. Lines which are too thick 
are as difficult to read as those which are too thin. 
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Do not put the lines of lettering too close together. The distance 
between lines should be one and one-half times the letter height. Man-
uscript is.easier to read than cursive. Italics are difficult to read 
on the screen. Words which are underlined are more difficult to read 
than those which are not. 
Lettering should be placed horizontally rather than vertically on 
the transparency. The·cc!;lption should be at the top of the transpcl,rency 
rathe:i;' than at the bottom because visibility is poorest at the bottom 
of a transparency. Related ideas should be·grouped or connected so 
that the relation is readily apparent. Be sure that the students are 
able to read all the information that is printed on the transparency. 
It should be simple and clear enough that it can be read accurately, 
easily, and quicitly from every seat in the room. 
You may wish to use color on your visual to attract attention •. If 
only on,~ spot is colored, attention will focus on that spot instantly. 
I:f; the;re are too many colored spots, they will compete for attention 
and students will be distracted from the main idea. Color may be used 
to show differentiation, a:;; between water and land, You can focus at-
tention on one word by putting a block of colo;r behind it. There are 
many r~asons for using color; but when color is added, it .adds to the 
cost of your transparency, so know what you want the color to achieve. 
Color may be achieved on transparencies by one of several methods, 
.As previously mentioned, colored film may be used with heat transfer 
and.diazo processes to produce a one-color transparency. More than one 
color inay be obtained on a transparency with these processes if multi-
color developers are used. A special type film is exposed in the ex-· 
posure unit much the same as for other types, but the exposed film is 
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not put into the ammonia jar. Instead, each line of te:xt or each part 
of lil p.icture ;ls rubbeq gently with a cotton swab which has been satu-
rated .with a ~peci.al solution, A different solution is used for each 
color.· If the wo·rk is done carefully,· many colors may be. used on the 
same transparency.· 
The simplest way to get• color on a hand~made transparency is to 
color the spaces with a felt-tipped pen. Color o.btaine<i in this manner 
is not uniform because l:i.ght and dark streaks result where the strokes 
overla:J?. Another method of obtaining color on hand-made trani;;parencies 
is w:ith adhesive ... backed color sheets. The~e are self-adhering sheets 
of' colored acetate which may be cut; into. any shape or size and pressed 
directly onto the transparency. Sheets are available in red, green, 
blue, and yell.ow. These cut~outs give. bdght, uniform color but may 
· · have Iii· tenden~y to peel off after the transparency has been used several 
times~ 
Variou~·types of colored tapes are available. T):lese are very handy 
in making charts and graphs with colored lines. Tapes are also avail-
ab.le printed with arrows and other symbols, so you can cut off the sym~ 
bol you need and press it onto your transparency. Since these mate-
rials also tend to peel off after a period of time, they are not satis-
factory for permanent transparencies. 
Various colors may be obtained on a transparency by the overlay 
method. Each overlay is made with a different colored film, and when 
they are lying one over the other several colors appear on the screen 
at the same.time, A very effective presentation of the color chart may 
be obtained by 1,1sing a base transparency and an overlay both containing 
only the three. primary colors. Tqe$e colors are arranged in such a way 
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that the secondary colon appear when the overlay is correctly posi- • 
tioned over the base transparency. 
Polarizat:i,on may be used to produce simulated motion on a,trans-
parency. Specially produced polarized materials are now available which 
are relatively simple to use with the overhead. These mat~rials have 
been used to show the pumping act;ton of the heart, liquid flowing 
~hrough a pipeline, and other actions. It is possible to have a cap-
. . . ·, . 
tion or word black out and reappear of its OWI). accord for emphasis. 
This motion· is accomplished with two polarized filters.· One of these 
is built into thetrax,.sparency and·the other is rotated in the light 
path. Holl).e economics te.achers may be·. able to discover uses for this 
system in their teaching. 
After your visual :is designed, it is a good idea to sit in the. 
back of the room and view it from the.re. Remember, a transparency 
should be used f9r teaching and. npt for testing eye-sight. Everyone 
must be able to see it and read the printed words.if it is to be effec-
tive. 
Mounting.--Transparencies are easier to handle if they are mounted in 
a frame. A frame is simply a rigid piece of cardboard with a "window" 
cut out to accommodate.the visual portion of the transparency. The 
ftame contributes to the effectiveness of the visual by cutting out 
extra light around the edges. Framed transparencies are easier to file 
because they are rigid. The frame offers space for labeling the trans-. 
parency. In handling mounted transparencies, fingerprints get on the 
frame, rather than on. the film itself. 
Although frames may be hand-made from cardboard or manila folders, 
com.mercb.1 frames a];"e readily available and relatively inexpensive, As 
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a rule, · the only time a hand-made frame is economical is when an un- · 
usual opening is desired. 
The transparency is attached to the underside of the frame with· 
tape. Before taping, be sure that· the matedal is centered and that 
the baseline of the transparency is parallel to the inside edge of the 
frame. Usually two small pieces of tape will hold the material in 
place temporarily whi+e it is being correctly positioned. For a· tempo-.·• 
rary mount, a piece of tape across opposj.t;e corners is sufficient, but 
for a permanent mount the transparency should be taped to the frame on 
all four, sides. 
Progressive disclosure of the content of the visual is made pos-
sible through various types of mounting. The simplest method of prog-
ressive disclosure is accol!lplished by simply placing a sheet of paper 
over the transparency and sliding it down, exposing one bit of infor-
mation at a time. This sliding method of disclosure may be more effi-
. cient, however, if plastic tracks are mounted on each side of the frame 
so that a mask can be moved up or down as des;i.red. The most useful 
mask may be a plastic sheet which appears opaque and completely cuts 
out the light· on the screen. The teacher can 1;1ee through the plastic 
when the projector is turned on, however, and this allows her to see 
what will appear next on the screen. 
Pieces of opaque paper ma:y be used to block out sections of a 
transparency if you.want the students to see only One particular section 
at a time. For instance, you might have small drawings of four differ-
ent period chairs on the same transparency. The students would be al-
lowed to see only the chair which the teacher was .discussing at a par-
ticular time. This could be accomplished with masks cut to the 
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appropriate size and hinged to the edges .of the frame, In this way, 
sect.ions . could be exposed· one at a time to focus attention whe:i:e you 
wanted it. Inexpensive hinges are available which will stick to the 
edge·of the transparency and may be stapled to the frame. There are 
numerou~ ways to cut and hinge masks to reveal only certain portions of 
tl:}.e vis ua:i. 
Hinges are also used with overlays. Overlays are transparencies 
which are hinged to the :frame so that they may be laid over the base 
transpareµcy to add more information. For example, in teaching parts 
of the machine, the base transparency might be a drawing of.the sewing 
machine. One overlay might have the names of the part;s of the machine · 
with arrows pointing to the location of the part,. Another overlay 
might have numbers indicating the parts so that it could be used for 
evaluat;i.on purposes~ In this case, you would use only one of the over-. 
lays at a time. Each would be used for a particular purpose. 
At times, several overlays may be used on :the same bas~· transpar-
ency. In.this case, they must be hinged to the frame so t;hat they may 
be la;i.d over the base t:i;ansparency in the proper sequence. Overlays 
may be attached to all four sides of the transparency, or all may be 
attached to. the same side. The design of the· overhead projector you .. 
plan to use may dictate whether you can use overlays on all four sides. 
Some projectors Ilta.Y have the back side blocked so that only three sides 
may be used. If you attach them all to the same side, you.must always 
use them ;i.n the same sequence. This would be an a4va\ltage if you.were 
showing a p:i:ocess that always occurred in the same sequence. Attaching 
overlays in this way would prevent your getting one step out of se-
quence. If you desire to use different sequences, attach the overlays 
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to the four sides. 
Whe.never overlays are to be ue;ecl., reference marks must be placed 
on the base transparency so that the overlay transparenc;i.es may be 
aligned perfectly. There should be reference marks (usually a + mark) 
in opposite corners of the base transparency. Reference marks are also 
put on the overlays, so that they may be aligned at the time they are 
mounted. These marks appear on printed originals which were designed 
for overlays, but for hand-made materials, the teacher will have to 
supply her own. Use of reference marks makes it easier to use overlays 
and guarantees that they will II fit" the base transparency. 
Paper folders have been designed to protect transparencies. $ach 
transparency should be phced in a paper folcl.er by itself, to prevent 
scratching the f;i.lm or rubbing off the image. These inexpensive fold-
ers add to the use of the transparency. 
This section has dealt with t;.he use of the overhead system in home 
economics and with the deveJ..opment of transparencies. A later section 
will contain guidelines for selection and use of commercial transpar-
encies. 
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PROGRAMED INSTRUClION 
Programed instruction is.gradually being incorporated into·the 
classroom. A survey of current research in education reveals a large· 
number of studies dealing with programed instruction. Sufficient re-
search has already been completed to provide an answer to the question, 
"Will piogramed instruction t;eacQ?" The answer is that; it will. The, 
problem facing teachers today is that of determining which.subject 
matter needs to be prograllled a,nd.getting it programed for the students 
to use. 
Some authorities separate programed instruction from other audio-. 
visual· devices on the ground that tqe .other devices.are only a means of 
presenting whl;l.tever matei:1,.al happens to be.fed into them while programed· 
instruction is a system of teaching based on a psychological approach to 
learning. Programed in~truction is included in this study of audio-
visual instruction becau,se of.a belief that it.will be even more fre-
quently used in classrooms in. the near future, and because at a belief 
in its potential as an effective method of instruction. 
Use of Programed Instruction in Home Economics 
An awareness of the philosophy underlying programed instruction 
and a recognition of the major types of programs should assist home· 
economics teachers in making an effective use of programed inst:i;uction. 
Programed instruction originated in the laboratory of the experimental 
psychologist. In 1924, nr. Sidney L. Pressey :i.nvented a small testing 
/~ I 
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machine which would score a multiple choice e~am:i,.nation automatically 
at the time. the answer-button was pushed.·.· Pressey perceived that· by 
making a slight change in the machine it could be used as a teaching 
device to remove some of the routine dt'iil of teaching. With this 
thougllt in mind, Pressey developed the Urst teaching machine. This 
idea has· expandec,i until today programed instruction is ava:Uable in 
many forms--from the very simplest mimeographeq. booklet to the most com-
plex electronic wonders im!lginable, utilizing slides, motion pictures, 
tape·recordings, talking typewriters, and various types of computers. 
Programed instruction.is based on.the learning theory ca.lled rein-
force)llent conditioning. In reinforcement conditioning the organ:i,.sm is 
. . 
presented with a stimulus; then the organism tr:i,es a response. If the 
response is a correct one, the org,;1nism receives positive reinforcement, 
If he is aware that it was cortect, he' receives primary reinforcement; 
I1;1 programed instructio.n the stimulus is presented .in the form of 
a.bit of ii;iformation and a question. The student responds·by answering 
the question. The correct.answer to the question is given so that the 
student may receive immediate reinforcement by checking his answers. 
As the number of students constantly increases, classes grow larger 
and less time is available for individual instruction, Programed in-
struction has been offered as a partial solution to this problem because 
the effect of using a program is like that of having a private tutor. 
There is a constant exchange between program and student, and the pro-
gram, insists that a student·understand a point before he is given t;he 
next point, Yet programs are designed so that students can work com~ 
pletely through them without· any ass is tap.ce from the teacher. 
Several other advantages to-using programs are recognized; however, 
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not all of the advantages are evide.nt in all situations. One advantage. 
is that a program is self-paceq. Since each student may proceed at his 
own rate through the progrcilm, no slow .student is left behind by the 
class, yet no gifted student is held back. 
Another advantage is that reinforcement o~ correct responses is 
immediate. The student does not have to wait twenty-four hours or sev-
eral weeks for his paper to be corrected. If he makes an error, he not 
only knows he has made an error, but he is immediately told what the 
correct response should have been. The teacher may check the student's. 
work at any time, so evaluat:i,on is not limited to separate testing. 
In some cases, topics may be covered in less time by students using 
programed instruction than by students taught by traditional methods.· 
Teacher time i$ always saved when an effective program is used because 
a program requires no teacher supervision; however, programed instruc~ 
tion was not designed to replace teachers. · It is only one of a number 
of teaching devices at the command of teachers to help them do their 
work faster and more effectively. This will leave more time for coun~ 
seling, inspiring, stimulating, and challenging the students. 
Programed instruction requires active part:i.cipation on the part of 
the learner as opposed to the covert ac;tivity usua;I.ly found in tradi-
tional classrooms. One of the newer types of programing consists of 
simply inserting questions·into textbook material at specified intervals· 
to assist the student in concentrating on the material he is reading. 
Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of programed instruction is 
that a program has infinite patience. A teacher may get tired of re-
peating the same information a number of times.so that she can be sure 
everyone understands it, but a student ca.n go thro4gh a program any 
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number of times without the program "getting tired. u This is particu- .· 
larly beneficial to the slow learner who needs.repetition in order to 
learn. 
There are two major types of program$ in use today. The most com-
mon terms used in denoting them are linear and branching, Each type 
has advantages and 4isadvantages, and neither could be designated as 
the ''best" type. Either type may be developed for use with or without 
a teaching machine. Anytime a teaching machine is used, remember that 
it is the content of the program that is important. The machine is only 
a "holder" for the program, 
Dr. B. F. Sk,inner and Dr. Sidney Pressey are the men who are close.,-
ly associated with the linear type of programing. Linear programs con-
sist of a series of small frames which are parts of a larger sequence 
of material. Each frame consists of a small bit of information and a 
question to which the student responds. Responses may be.checked for 
reinforcement, 
The theory behind ·the linear type is that students learn from cor-
rect responses which are immediately reinforced. Therefore, each item 
to be learned must be drawn from the student as a response and students 
must not be allowed to make errors. Because of the desire for a low 
error rate the amount of information prE\sented in each frame is very 
small·and cues are given to help students arrive at the correct re-
spon$e, 
A linear program is designed in such a way that each student goes 
through every frame. Since one obj ec·tive of the programer is to prevent 
students from making errors; the program must be written so that even 
the slowest student makes very fe¥ errors. A bright student may be 
bored with a linear program because he has to work through the same 
number of frames which are necessary for t;he slow students. 
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Original promoters of the linear type of programing bel:i..eved that 
the only acceptable mode of response was the constru~ted response (i.e., 
fill in the blank). 'l'his type response is believed best for teaching 
information which must be memorized and recalled by the student, Infor-
mation which needs only to be recognized by the student roay be taught 
by .means of multiple choice questions; .and today multiple choice, true-
false, and other types of questions are being incorporated into linear 
programs, 
In summary, a linear program is characterized by small steps, con-
structed responses, and by the completion of every frame by every stu-
dent. 
'I'he major characteristics of the branching program are large 
frames, multiple choice questions, and the provision of remedial frames, 
so that not all students go through all frames. '!'he person responsible 
for the branching technique is Dr. Norman Crowder. The branching pro-
gram is presented in a teaching machine or ·in the form of a scrambled 
book. One or more paragraphs of information are presented, Then a 
multiple choice question is given with two to.four alternatives. The 
student selects an alternative which sends him to the next bit of in-
formation for which he is ready. Each alternative leads to a different 
place in the program. If the answer selected is correct, the student 
is told.that he is correct and new information is presented. If the 
answer selected is incorrect, the atudent is given additional informa-
tion that should help him to see why his answer is incorrect. He is 
then given another question with a set of alternatives from which to 
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choose, or told to return to the original page and select another al-
ternative. The student who is quick to grasp the information moves 
rapidly through the program, reading only the main frames. The slower 
student who selects incorrect alternatives in the main frames will be 
guided through branching frames containing remedial information until 
he, too, is able to make the correct choices·. 
At the present time there is insufficient evidence to establish 
that one type of program is definitely better than the other for a par-
ticular type of teaching; however, linear programing is sometimes con-
sidered better for teaching factual information while branching may be 
employed to teach problem-solving and. the development of attitudes. 
Other types of programs are described in the vast amount of liter-
ature which h,;3.s appeared on programed instruction during the past dec-
ade. Some authorities are.advocating that it is the perrogative of 
each programer to develop his own t;ype of program.. The material to be 
taught may dictate the format and all sorts of combinations may be used. 
Linear and branching types may be studied as a point of departure. 
After the characteristics of these types are llnderstood, other types 
may be considered. The main id~a is that each program should be design-
ed to teach a specific objective. The program should present new in-
formation, offer a response element, and provide reinforcement. It 
should be self-explanatory so that the student can lt\OVe through it with-
out any assistance from a teacher. 
Home economics teachers are beginning to find uses for programed 
instrl,lction in·their sul:>ject matter field. They may be able to find 
commercial programs which accomplish their objectives or they may have 
to develop programs of their own. The factual information that is 
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taught in home economics, such as that taught in nutrition and textile 
units, could easily be adapted .to linear programing. Home economics 
teachers are ;:il,so concerned with developing attitudes, such as a favor-
able attitude toward work or an enjoyment of children. Branching might 
be employed for this. Both types have been used to teach skills. Even 
though it takes practice to.master a skill the process may be explained 
and taught through programed instruction. 
Since there is no longer a question about whether students learn 
\:.,,-~ 
through programed instruction, the teacher's job has become one of de~ 
termining which objectives can be most effectively accomplished through 
use of a program. 
Development of Programed Instruction 
Now that you have some basic knowledge of programed instruction, 
you. may wish to write a program of your own for your· students. Program-
ed instruction begins where the stud1;,mt is and guides him into new in-
formation which is needed to accomplish a specified objective~ In order 
for you.to know where to begin you must describe your students and 
attempt to determine what knowledge, skills, and attitudes they present-
ly have in their repertoire. At what level do they read? What words 
will they understand? In order for them to profit from the program, 
they must be able to read and unde.rstand the words and symbols used in 
the program. How much previous knowledge do they have about the subject 
area in which you are writing? Can you assume they know the definitions 
of the technical terms you plan to·use or will these terms have to be 
defined in the program? 
The next step in writing a program is to determine the objective. 
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What should the student know or be 1;1ble to do upon completion of the 
program? This objective should be etated in behavioJ;"al terms. A be-
havioral objective specifies the performance which will be accepted as 
evidence that the student has achieved the objective. For example, if 
your objective was t;o teach four methods of transferring pattern mark-
ings to fabric and their uses the behavioral objective might.be stated, 
"The student will be able to demonstrate his knowledge of four methods. 
of transferring pattern markings by listing them.and giving a"Q. example 
of where each method should be used." 
After you have selected an objective and 1;3tated it in behavioral 
terms, you are ready to determine what information is necessary for the 
student to accomplish the objective. Analyze the information and decide 
how it can be broken down into small segments to be learned one at a 
time through programed instruction. This breakdown will probably be 
done in the form of an outline. Be sure that everything you want the 
student to learn is included in the outline. 
When the out;I.ine is completed, the information in the outline is 
put into a flow chart. A flow chart is a schematic drawing indicating 
the sequence for presenting the material. There· are two popular se-
quences for programs. One is a whole-,,part-wbole method,.where youfirst 
tell about the whole, thet:i tell about the parts, and then return again 
to the whole. For example, in teaching about the four natural fibers, 
yoq might list the four natural fibers: wool, silk, cotton, and linen. 
Then you might tell the source of each of the four fibers. Next you 
might list characteristics of each of the fibers. This might be follow-
ed by uses of each fiber. In the whole-part-whole method, the source 
of each fiber would be given before the characteristics of any of them 
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were given. In the last frames, you would bring the four together again 
by reminding the students that wool, silk, cotton, an.d linen were the 
four natural fibers. 
The second possible sequence for the inform,;1.tion might be to give 
all the information abqut the first part before you begin the second 
part. In other words, in the above example the source, characteristics, 
and uses of wool would be given before silk was introduced. Then the 
source,· characteristics, and uses of silk would be given before :i,.ntro-
ducing the next fiber, an4 so on until all the information had been 
given. 
The nature of the subject matter and the chatacteristics of the 
students determine the sequence. If one of the above suggestions does 
not seem to "fit" your.situation, try one of your own.· It is important 
to arrive at a sequence which is meaningful to the students. 
After the sequence has been determined and the flow chart devel-
oped, yo1,1 are ready to decide which type of programing you wish to use. 
Will linear or branching be best for your subject matter or do you wish 
to attempt some other type? After you decide on the type, you are 
ready to write the frames. A frame consists of three parts .... -the stim-
ulus, the response element, and the reinforcement. 
If you choose the linear type each frame will consist of one small 
item of information •. A question will be asked (perhaps in the form of 
true-false,· fill in the blank, or multiple choice) and instructions for 
answering will be given. Perhaps you will use cues early in. the pro-
gram to help the student make the! correct response. One popular type 
of cue is to underline the word needed in the response. These cues 
should be gradually f111ded (reduced) until in the later framef!I the 
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student is able to arrive at the response without a cue. 
The blank to be filled in should come toward the end of the frame. 
-·-. -·. 
As soon as the student has f:i,1,1.ed in the blank., he sees no reason to 
continue reading, so do .not present new information following the blank •. 
The correct answer must be given so that a student may check his 
answer. The answers must be placed on the page so that the student may 
cover them while he is reading the frame and respond:i,ng. This may be 
accomplished by having the student turn the page afte:r ea.ch frame and 
having the answer to page 1 at the left hand side of page 2. It may 
also be accomplished by having the answers at the right ha.nd side of 
the page and asking the student to use a paper shield to cover them as 
he proceeds through the program. 
If you choose to write a branching program the frames will be much 
larger and will contain more information. You will have two types of 
frames-~main frames an~ branching frames. New information will be pre-
sented in the main frames. The branchip.g frames will contain only 
remedial information. New information cannot be presented .in branching 
frames because not all of the students will read the branching frames. 
The main frames should be written first, Give the student two or 
three short paragraphs of information and then ask a question which re-
quires him to use as much of the information as possible in arriving at 
an answer. List two to four alternatives from which the student may 
select his answer. One of the alternatives will be the correct choice. 
The others will be choices at which a student might logically arrivf;! if 
he failed to read the information, misup.derstood the message, or lacked 
the necessary background information. A page number should be listed 
after each alt.ernative to direct the student to his next frame. · 
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Remedial. frames must be written for each incorrect alternative. 
These frames contain enough corrective information to get the student 
ready for the next frame. This may be accomplished by either sending 
the student back to the original frame to make another choice, or by 
givinij him a similar choice to make and the'tl sending him on.to the next 
frame. More than one remedial frame may be needed, and as many may be 
used as are necessa.ry. 
Since writing a branching program is ~ore difficult than writing· 
a linear one, most beginning programers prefer to develop a ;I.inear pro- . 
gram first. Before either type is attempted it would be wise to study 
a .few programs which have already be.en written to get ideas about 
format. 
Some authorities reconnnend writing the criterion·(or test) fx:ames 
. . . . 
first. Criterion frames.are frames designed to see whether or not the 
student has learned. the information. Theee .. frames may be inC:luded in 
the last part of the program or us~d as a separate evaluation device to 
help the student determine whether he has learned the .material presep.t~ 
ed in the program. 
If you wish to try your own type of programing, go right ahead.· 
Just remember to include the three essentials in your frames--a stimulus, 
a response element, and reinforcement. From there, you are on your own. 
After the frames are written they should be tried out with a stu-
dent~ It is a good idea to try the program with a student who is like 
the students with whom the materials will be used. Sit down with him 
and let him go through the program. Watch h;i.s face to.1;1ee when he hes-
itates -or when he does not make his .response quickly. Try to get him 
to talk to you and tell you what he is thinking and where he is having 
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difficulty. Sometimes in a branching program, the question is made out, 
and then seve:ral students are asked for answers. This is the way the 
programer decides on the alternatives he uses. 
After the program is tried with one student, it should be revised, 
and tried with several others; then revised a.gain before·it is put in 
final form~ One major difference betwee.n programed materi.a;L and te:l!:t.;. 
books is that progr4ms have been tested w;l. th stud~nts . anc;l re.vised before 
they are . printed. One rule to follow is to .revise until nin.ety percent 
of the .students :make correct responses ninety percent of the time. 
In. order to determine how much a studen.t .has learned from a pro-
gram you .may wish to develop a pre...,post test.. This is usually a com"" 
prehensive multiple choice test over the material presented in.the 
program. If the program is designed with primarily constructed re-
sponses rather than multiple choice items, yo~ may prefer to use fill 
in the blank questions on the test. It is usually. advisable to make 
the questions on the test similar.to thja form of the frames :;Lnthe pro-
gram. The questions on the post:-test are the same or very similar to 
those.on the pre-test. The pre-test is given before the program and 
the post-test is given after .the program has been completed.· The pre-
test score is subtracted from the post-test score and.the difference 
represents the amount of gain. 
Writing a program and gett;i..ng it ready for student use is not a 
simple matter. However, it may be easier to train teachers, who al".'" 
ready know the subject matter and the students, to write the programs 
than to. ·trai;tt programers in the ·subject. matter. · If a teacher writes 
her own programs, she can design them to teach e~actly what she wants 
the students to learn. 
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Some authorities believe that a teacher who plans and writes a 
progt;"a.m of her own improves her teaching considerably. This is because 
she learns to clearly define her objectives and to state them in such a. 
way that their achievement .can be measured. She also gains experience 
in planning a workable sequence for presentation of the information 
through which the objective. is accomplished. 
Samples of a linear and a branching program are attached. You m~y 
wish to refer to them for further.clarification of these two types of. 
programing. 
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8MM MOTION PICTURES 
One of the fastest growing innovations in educational instruction 
is the use of Smm motion pictures. Nearly 750,000 Smm film projectors 
are sold annually in the United States and more th~n Uve million.are 
now in use. More than 1,600 silent film cartridges are now available 
commercially and more are being developed. Although only a very small 
number of the teachers in thi~ study have access to Smm equipment, this 
section was included as a possible step toward future planning of audio-
visual instruction in the home economics classroom. 
The 8mm motion p:i,ctures have inherent chara1:2teristics which make 
them adaptable for use in the classroom, particula:i:-ly with small groups 
of students or for individual !nstruction. Educators believe that .8mm 
motion pictures .w:Ul not replace· the 16mm motion pictures that they have 
used for many years. The.8mrn, motion pictures will be used in an entire-
ly different way and will supplement the "professional" motion pictures. 
Professional 16mm motion pi.ctures will probably continue to be used to 
"bring the world into the classroom" so that students may have exper-
iences via the movie screen that they could not have otherwise, while 
Smm motion pictures will be used for actual teaching. 
Regular Smrn, film is the "amateur" film regularly used in home 
movie· c.ameras. The invasion of Smm motion pictures into the classroom 
gained impetus with the invention of super 8 film. Super 8 film is the 
same size as regular Smm film, but the sprocket holes have been reduced 
in size so that the epace used for the image will be larger. The larger 
image causes the picture to appear brighter on the screen. Super 8 
films are sometimes referred to as single-concept films, continuous 
loop films, or film loops. 
Uses of 8mm Motion Pictures in.Home Economics 
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There are many uses. for 8mm film in. the .home economics classroom. 
Physical development of.children can be effectively il).ustrated on mo-· 
tion picture film. As childr~n of different ages walk,· r1,1n, and play, 
differences in their development are qui.te apparent. Demonstrations of 
new equipment may be effec,tively preseilted on f:i.lm, so that.a et1.,1dent 
can view it whenever he .has a.question about how to operate the equip-
ment. This should save a tremendous .amount of teacher t:ime, and should 
encourage independence on the part of the student. 
When used in independent study, 8mm motiop. pictures have some of. 
the same a!ivantages as programed instruction. As a matter of fact, 8ffllll. 
motion pictures may be incorporated into programed instruction.materi'."' 
als. The 8mm motion pictures have the capacity for repeating the in~ 
formation endlessly without becoming tired, as a teacher might if she 
were repeating information. The information will be presented in a 
logical sequence, with. the objective .apparent to the teacher and the 
student. Instruction will be reduced to its essential, parts, with the 
teacher· and/or textbooks providing enrichment. The student will be . 
learning to study and to .evaluate his progress independently if the 
materials. are presented in such a way as to· encourage this •. 
Since the films c;tre short, each film is limited .to•the presentat;f.on 
of one main idea. This idea should be one for which portrayal of motion 
is essential. The film may show ~·demonstration, illustrate an idea 
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which has been presented orally ii;,. class, · or present a single skill. 
For .example, frosting a cake miglit.be effectively demoJ;lstrated on 8mm 
film. The student could review the film as many times as he needed to 
in order to learn the motions .used in frosting El cake. 
There are-a great many advantages to using 8tnm film in the class-
room. Perhaps one of the greatest is that :f,.t can be encased in inex-
pensive plastic cartridges and used in a rear view projector~ Cart-
ridges make,the f:l.lmE1·easy to use and convenient to store. The cart-
ridge system eliminates threading a projector .and rewinding the film. 
The cartridge is simply inserted into the projector and the lllachine is 
turned on •. The operation is so simple that it may be used·effortlessly 
by anyone. Some·projectors ia;utomatical,lycut of£ when the film is com-. 
pleted, and·the film is then ready for the next· showing, Most.projec.,. 
tors allow the film to be stopped at at\y time so that a single.picture 
may be discussed or explainec,i. The cartridge eliminates dust and the 
danger of scratching or.breaki:rtg the film because it.ts not handled 
directly. 
The films ·used in the cartridges range from thirty seconds to 
four minutes .in length. Two o.r- more cartridges may be used if more time 
is required. Film. cartridges are available comme:i;-cially in a m,1mber of 
subject matter areas including home·economics. They may also be devel-
oped by the teacher. Information about.the development of films will 
be given.later in this section. 
Another advantage which 8mtn has over 16mm film is·that 8mm film 
and projectors are usually s;i.gnificantly.lower in cost. Four minute 
8mm silent·cal;'tridges cost.from eight to.twenty .dollars. Film, proces-
sing, and cartridging of._t.eacher-made8mm motion -pictures will cost. 
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about five or six dollars per cartridge. Cameras range from $30 to 
$160 and projectors may be purchased for $80 to $lq0. Equipment for 
using sound. on 8mm motion pictures will be more expensive, but should 
still be only about one":"third the cost of 16mm motio1;1 pictures with 
sou1;1d. Because of the relatively low cost, 8mm projectors can be placed 
permanently.in.a large number of classrooms. 
Some entire courses have been presented by using only 8mm films, 
but reactions of students to viewing thirty minutes of .film each day 
over a long period of time were unfavorable. It may be more effective 
to use the multi.,..media approach, where many different methods are em-. 
ployed·to present ideas in the most effective way possible. 
An 8mm projector may beplaced in a carrel or in a corner of the 
class room where individual students or small .. groups can use it frequent-
ly. If a rear view projector .is used, the room can be· fully lighted. 
A good 8mm film should be bright enough to show to a class of twenty to 
twenty-five students if the room.can be sufficiently darkened. 
Development: of 8mm· Motion P.ictures 
Any teacher.with an 8mm motion picture camera can develop her own 
motion pictures. As .. in other teacher-made materials, the motion pie.-
tures may·be.custolll"".'tailored to fit the particular needs of the class. 
After the film is made it can be put into a cartridge if desired. 
Before deciding to make a motion·picture there are several ques"".' 
tions to consider. First of all, what is the idea that is to be taught? 
Is· it ,important? Does it contribute to an overall objective of the 
course? Next, is it an idea that requires motion for effective presen-
.. •',:".' '! 
tation or would a less expensive still picture do the job? Are 
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commercial materials already available in this area which would·do the 
job as well or.better than your motion picture would? 
After deciding to make a motion picture, many of the steps are the 
same as for a slide series. .An outline must be developed which includes 
all the material·to be covered in the motion picture. The content may 
be broken down into small steps, written on cards, and used with the 
story board as described in-the section on development of a slide 
se:r:i,es. The card should describe the content of·the scene, the type of 
shot (long, medium, or close-up) and th~ angle. CaJ;"eful planning 
avoids the wasting of time and film by. shooting scenes· that will not be 
used. 
Title slides may. be added. to .the motion picture if desired. Any 
of the lettering ideas listed in the slide series section may be used, 
Remember that proper focus and e:i:cposure are essential here, too.·. A tri-
pod can be very helpful in holding a motion picture camera still. 
Scenes may be shot in any.order and then edited into the desired 
sequence. After all scenes are shot, you are ready to edit the film. 
To edit the origind film, cut .it apart and di.vi.de it into appropriate 
scenes. Arrange the scenes in sequence according to the script. In-
sert titles and subtitles in appropriat::e places, and spli,ce the pieces 
of film together. Splicing is a very simple operation which can be. 
quickly learned byreadirig the instructions which come t11ith the equip ... 
ment used for splicing. A:l;ter splicing, try out· the film. Some scenes 
may need to be shortened; eliminated, or rephotographed. 
Evaluate. the film to·determine whether it satisfies the original. 
purposes and determine wha~ changes, if any, need to be made. When you 
are satisfied with the film, you may use it with a regular 8mm or super 
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8 projector, or you may send it to a commercial company to have it put 
into a.cartridge for one or two dollars. It is then ready for students 
to use. · 
The first Smm motion pictures used in.the classroom were silent, 
but gradually methods of adding sound are being developed. Of course, 
the teacher may provide her own narration by simply explaining the film 
as.she shows it, especially if sheis using it with a group or an entire 
class of students. 
If sound is necessary for the films used in independent study, the 
sound must be a part of the film. This can be accomplished by having a 
magnetic strip added to the film after it is developed, and then record-
ing the sound much the same as with a tape recorder. Technicians are 
now experimenting with optical sound (the kind used on 16mm film) for 
Smm film, and this should be available soon.. Sound adds t;o the cost; 
but it may also add to the effectiveness of·the presentation. 
A motion picture camera may also be used to record field trip ex-
periences. If expense prevents each class from taking a field trip, 
perhaps the same information could be presented in an Smm motion pic-
ture. Motion picture cameras may also be used to record the progress 
of a student in developing a skill. 
Some teachers will enjoy producing these Smm films for their 
classes. Others may prefer to use commercial films. The important.con-
sideration is that the film contribute to the overall educational ob-
jectives of the course, and that material presented lends itself to 
presentation in motion picture format. 
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COMMERCIALLY PREP~RED MATERIALS 
Several companies specialize in producing materials for tef!,chers. 
Commercially prepared materials are usually more expensive than teacher-
made materials, but the work generally has a more professional appear~ 
ance. Before.deciding to prepare materials for your classes, check to 
see whether it is already available commercially. It is desirable to 
review commercial materials before they are.purchased, whenever possi-
ble, to determine quality and whether they meet the objectives.for your 
classes. Commercially prepared materials may be interspersed with 
teacher-made materials for an instructional package tailored for a par-
ticular situation. 
Following is a list of visual materials which are available com-
mercially in the areas of foods, child care, and clothing. There is a 
scarcity of home economics materials for use with the media included in 
this study. New materials are appearing on .. the market every year, so 
it would be wise to check frequently to see what new materials are 
available. Only the title of the material and the address of the pro-
ducer are given. Additional information, such as cost, content, time 
required, and whether the materials have been tested, may be obtained 
from the producer. 
Slides 
CUTTING TO FIT AND FITTING 
HOW TO MAKE A DRESS WITH THE QUALITY LOOK 
HOW TO MAKE A SIMPLE SKIRT AND BLOUSE 
STANDARDS FOR JUDGING fOODS 
Availaqle from: Institute of Agriculture 
University of Minnesota 
St •. Paul 1, Minnesota 
MRS. TILLEY AND HER LEMON PIE KITCHEN 
Available from: Edison Electric Institute. 
750 ThirdAvenue 
New York 1,7, New York 
MEAT IDENTIFICATION SLIDE SET 
Available from: Consumer Communications Department 
National Live Stock and Meat Board 
36 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
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Overhead Transparencies 
CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION, A VISUAL APPROACH 
Available in the form of prepared color transparencies 
from: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
BASIC FIGURE PROBLEMS 
FACE SHAPES AND HAIR STYLES. 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES IN DRESS 
ACCESSORIZING THE BASIC DRESS 
HOW TO READ A PATTERN 
KITCHEN PLANNING 
New York, New York 
BASIC FOOD PREPARATION TECHNIQUES 
GROWTH PATTERNS IN CHILDREN 
Available in the form of Visual Masters from which 
transparencies can be made from: 
FOOD SELECTION AND SERVICE 
BASIC SEWING - PART I 
BASIC SEWING - PART II 
HAND STITCHES 
BASIC TAILORING.- PART I 
BASIC TAILORING - PART II 
Co~Ed/Forecast Visual Mastera· 
904 Sylvan Avenue 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632 
CLOTHING: INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH BEHAVIOR, ROLES, AND VALUES 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS 
SAFETY FOR CHILDREN 
SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF MEATS 
WAYS WITH FOODS 
INTERPRETING A RECIPE 
EGGS 
WEAVES 
FUNDAMENTALS OF GROOMING 
IMPORTANCE AND SELECTION OF TOYS 
ZIPPER APPJ:iICATION 
LINE AND SHAPE I 
LINE AND SHAPE II 
Available in the form of either Printed Originals or 
Prepared Color Transparencies from: 
3M Company, Visual Products Division 
Box 3100 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 
Programed In~truction 
SEWING STEP-BY~STEP 
GLAMOUR GENIE 
NUTRITION 
FOOD 
COOKING TERMS 
Available from:. Ginn Home Economics Material 
988~ Monroe Prive 
Dallas, Texas 75229 
. Available froµi: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632 
Available from: Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Park Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
Available from: Field Enterprises Educational 
Corporation, Dept. C-T 
· · Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
CHILD MANAGEMENT FOR PARENTS 
Available from: Ann Arbor Publishers . 
711 North University Street 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
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Bmm Motic;m Pictures. 
PATTERN MEASURING, LAYING OUT, ·AND CUTTING 
TAILOR-TACKING, BASTING JjARTS AND SEAMS, FITTING. 
SEWING AND PRESSING 
INSERTING A ZIPPER 
MAKING A WAISTBAND, PART I 
MAKING A WAISTBAND, PART II 
ATTACHING A WAISTBAND 
TURNING UP A HEM 
BOUND BUTTONHOLE, PART I 
BOUND BUTTONHOLE, PART II · 
¥..ACHING-MADE BUTTONHOLE 
MAKING A COLLAR, PART r· 
MAKING A COLLAR, PART II 
PREPARING A FACING FOR COLLAR 
ATTACHING·A COLLAR 
MAKING A SLEEVE 
SETTING IN A SLEEVE 
Available from: Encyclopedia Britannica Educ;ational 
Corpo.ration . 
BREADMAKING - MIXING 
425 N. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
BREADMAKING - KNEADING AND BAKING 
PIE CRUST - MIXING 
PIE CRUST - FORMING AND BAKING 
ROLLS - FORMING AND .BAKING 
PASTRY DOUGH -·MIXING 
PASTRY FORMING 
DRESS-MAKING MODEL - FINISH 
DRESS-MAKING MODEL - BAS IC · .FORM 
PATTERN-MAKING - NEWSPAPER 
WEAVING - BASIC SAMPLES ... PLAIN, BASKET, TWILL 
Available from: Scope Productiqns, Inc. 
1461 West Shaw Avenue 
Fres.no, Cal:i,forp.ia 93705 
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